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Consumers  in most countries  are often not well  informed  about
pensions. Both general  facts  about the structure  of the pension
system  and specific  data on their own pension entitlements  are
lacking. Many  people,  as a result,  might have unrealistic  expec-
tations  of their retirement  incomes. But apathy  and indifference
to pension planning  (and personal  finances  in general)  form a
large barnrer  to  improving  people's knowledge  of the pension
system  and how it affects  them. Indeed,  many people form no
expectations  of their retirement  income at all. These problems
are probably  general  to pension  systems  of all  types.
Pension systems involving privately managed retirement
savings  accounts  place greater responsibility  on individuals  for
planning  their retirement  income. At the very least,  people  must
choose which of a range of competing  funds should manage
their pension  assets. In many,  they have a choice over whether
to join the defined-contribution  pension  scheme  or to remain  in
a public, defined-benefit  scheme. In some countries,  there is
also  considerable  choice  over how much  to contribute  to retire-
ment  accounts.  Moreover, defined-contribution  pensions,
because  of the compound-interest  effect, reward early pension
planning  more than defined-benefit  schemes. Some  general  de-
gree  of financial  literacy  and involvement  with financial  services
would  seem an essential  pre-requisite  for a fundamental  pension
reform  (involving a  move  to  individual funded  pension
accounts).
The project on public  information  and pension reform  will
explore these  issues by  examnining  a  range  of  countries'
experience. This, the second paper in the series,  looks at the
experience  of Poland.  It  assesses  the effectiveness  of public
information  activities  during  the design and implementation  of
the  pension reform, the  prior  degree of  financial sector
development,  the marketing  campaigns  of the pension funds.
The first paper in the series  looked at the United Kingdom:
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4Pension reform and public
information in Poland
Agnieszka  Chlon'
Poland  introduced  its pension  reform  in 1999. The need  for change  was readily  apparent
both  to  experts- who pointed to  huge system deficits and the rapid demographic
transition- and to  the public, who, as we shall see, wanted a more transparent and
comprehensible  retirement-income  scheme.  The old scheme  had been very unstable,
sometimes  amended several  times in a single  year.  Change  affected  every part of the
system,  including  the benefit formula,  pension  age, eligibility  criteria  and indexation  niles.
Even the staff of the social  security  administration  found it hard to keep  track:  eventually,
there were  ten different  laws  affecting  the system.
The new pension scheme  aimed  to offer a more transparent  regime,  with benefits
more closely  related  to individual  contributions  in both the public,  pay-as-you-go  and the
private,  funded components. This paper begins  with a description  of the old and new
pension schemes from the point of view of the contributors  during  the working period
and after retirement.  In particular,  it highlights  the features  of the new scheme that
increase  the responsibility  of individual  members. The discussion  is deliberately  kept  brief:
the interested  reader  is referred  to Chlon,  Gora and Rutkowski  (1999)  for more details.
The subsequent  section  charts  the development  of Poland's  financial  sector. Until
the 1990s,  this was practically  non-existent. Retail banking  was undeveloped,  as most
people preferred to keep their money 'under the mattress',  often in foreign currency.
Inflation  had wiped  out savings  in domestic  currency. Insurance  was  monopolised  by two
state providers mainly offering car and home-contents  products.  During the  1990s,
I  The  author  is  currently  affiliated  with  the Gdansk  Institute  for  Market  Economics  and  is an advisor
to the  Plenipotentiary  for  Social  Security  Reform  in Poland.  She  was  formerly  a member  of the  Office  of  the
Government  Plenipotentiary  for Social  Security  Reform  (1997-99)  and  deputy  director  of the Office  from
September  1998.  The author  is grateful  to Robert  Palacios  for his  support  and  to Edward  Whitehouse  for
his  comments  and  for editing  the  paper.  Contact  by  e-mail:  Agnieszka_Chlon@mpips.gov.pl.
5however,  the financial  sector developed  rapidly  and the financial  literacy  of the population
improved  in its wake. Yet the question  remains  whether  people  were ready  for a modem
pension  scheme  and  the choices  they had  to make.
The  following  two  sections  describe  the  government's  public-information
campaign  both during and after the reform's implementation. They also look at the
marketing  and sales strategies  of the new pension  funds. A concluding  secticn draws out
the lessons  for other countnres.
1.  The pension system in Poland before and after reform
1.1.  BASIC FEA  TURES OF THE OLD PENSION  SYSTEM
The old pension system in  Poland was a  traditional, defined-benefit  system,
financed on a pay-as-you-go  basis.  Employers  paid social security contributions  as a
proportion  of their total wage  bill. So workers  often had little  interest  in the mechanics  of
the financing  of the scheme  and even  whether the employer  actually  paid contributions.
Moreover, the  social security administration (ZUS) did  not  keep  records of  the
contributions  made on individuals'  behalf. On retirement,  the employer  submitted  a form
to ZUS,  which  calculated  the pension  entitlement.
Pensions were not uprated until the  1980s, when inflation rapidly eroded the
purchasing  power of benefits. After a period of ad-hoc  increases,  automatic indexation
procedures  were introduced  in 1991,  with the pension  uprated  in line  with earnmings.
There were many other changes  at the same time, some of which were applied
retrospectively.  This resulted  in a recalculation  of existing  pensioners'  benefits,  increasing
the average  pension  from 53 to 61 per cent  of average  earnings.
There  were  three components  to the pension  under  the new scheme:
*  a flat-rate  element  of 24 per cent of average  earnings,  adjusted  by a coefficient  ranging
from 91 per cent in 1991  to 100  per cent  in 1999;
*  an earnings-related  component  of 1.3 per cent of pensionable  pay for each year of
contributions;  and
6*  a credit of 0.7 per cent of pensionable earnings for each year without contributions,
due to bringing  up children, participation in higher education eta to a maximum of one
third of contribution years.
The introduction of earnings indexation was not  favourable for pensioners in the early
1990s  because prices increased faster than wages. But real wages grew after 1993 and, as a
result, pension spending increased sharply. The subsidy to the social insurance fund from
general revenues reached 5.7 per cent of GDP in  1993.  The government was forced to
act.  Pensionable earnings were reduced from 100 per cent to 91 per cent of actual pay in
1993 and benefits were indexed to prices from 1995.
The rapid spending increase in part resulted from the spread of early retirement.
For example,  people subject to group lay-offs could retire regardless of age if they fulfilled
the contribution criterion (40 years for  men and 35 years  for women).  Restructuring
branches were also offered early retirement.  Almost  a  quarter of the  workforce was
covered by some kind of early retirement privilege, which seemed a convenient way of
reducing labour-market pressures.  However, there were no projections of the long-term
impact of this policy.
To conclude, pension legislation changed constantly during the 1990s under two
powerful but conflicting pressures: the poor labour-market situation and the increase in
the number of pensioners and the value of pensions.
12.  PUBLIC OPINION OF THE OLD PENSIONSYSTEM
Opinion polls showed a lack of public confidence in the pension  system in the
mid-to-late 1990s (Figure 1).  More than 40 per cent told the survey in  1997 that they
thought the system was in a bad state and that change was necessary. Another 24 per cent
described the system as quite bad.  Fewer than 9 per cent thought the system performed
well, and even fewer, that change was unnecessary. Mistrust in the old system correlated
strongly with education: 72 per cent of people with  higher education favoured change,
compared with just 37 per cent of people with only primary education.
7Figure 1. Public  opinion  of the pension  system,  1997
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Confidence appeared to be deteriorating over the period 1995 to 1997 (Figure 2).
There was little change in the  (small) proportion  saying that they thought the pension
system worked well. There was a decline in the numbers saying that they did not know
about the system or that they found it difficult to express an opinion.  The major change,
however, was an increase of more than one half in the proportion that though the system
was working poorly and that change was necessary. This increase drew mainly from the
people who though that the system was quite bad (and in part from the 'don't knows').
8Figure 2. Public opinion  of the pension  system,  1995-1997
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The surveys  also asked people slightly  more specific questions on their views of the
pension system. Again, the results were not encouraging. Almost 70 per cent said that the
system lacked transparency and nearly two-thirds reported that they did not know well on
what their pension entitlement would depend.  These proportions,  however, were more
stable over time.
13.  BASIC FFATURES  OF THE NEWPENSION  SYSTEM
The government began to assess alternative reform options in 1994 but there was
litde consensus on the appropriate way forward. Nevertheless, the government appointed
a  Plenipotentiary  for  Social  Security  Reform  and  a  supporting  secretariat  with
responsibility for  formulating a detailed reform  proposal.  The  result, entitled  Seamny
ni)t  Diwy,  envisaged  a 'multi-pillar' pension system.
A  contribution of  19.52 per  cent  of  earnings pays  for  the  two  mandatory
components of the new system. Of the total, 12.22  per cent goes to finance a pay-as-you-
go, public pension, while the  remaining 7.3 per  cent  goes into  an  individual pension
account.  The public scheme is based on  'notional  accounts', a  pay-as-you-go system
designed to tie benefit entitlements more closely to  contributions and to  adjust payouts
9automatically with individual choice of retirement age changes in general longevity. 2 The
second  mandatory  component  is  fully funded  with  member  choice of pension  fund.
Contributions  and  investment  returns  accrue in  individual accounts  and the  resulting
accumulation is used to buy an annuity on retirement.
The existing social security administration (ZUS) continues to collect contributions
centrally for  both  components  and  transfers  contributions, where  appropriate, to  the
chosen pension fund.  A pension fund supervision office (UNFE) has been established to
license pension  funds  and  to  monitor  their  performance.  UNFE  oversees detailed
regulations.  These set  out,  er aLi, the  type of  charges that  funds  can levy and  a
guarantee of a minimum rate of return relative  to the performance of all funds over a two-
year period.  The legislation also requires both pension funds and ZUS to send members
annual statements of their  accumulated account values and an estimate of their pension
entitlement. The standard pension age remains at 65 for men and 60 for women but, with
the withdrawal of early-retirement privileges,  this implies an increase of five years in the
effective retirement age.
The main changes between the old and new systems are presented in Table 1. The
new system is relatively simple compared, for example,  with the United Kingdom. 3 People
can  choose  only  one  pension  fund  and  the  competing  funds  offer  broadly similar
products.  Nevertheless, the  new  system requires what  might be  described as  more
'conscious' participation from members.  For example, they must monitor their pension
account throughout their working lives and people born between 1949 and 1968 had to
choose whether to split their contributions between the two pillars or remain in the public,
pay-as-you-go  system alone.
2  See Disney (1999) for a description of such schemes.
3  See Whitehouse (1998,  2000a).
10Table 1. A comparison of the old and new pension systems
Old system  New system
Contributors  Employer  Both employee  and employer
Financing  Pay-as-you-go  Mixed  pay-as-you-go  (12.22%  of
salary)  and funded  (7.3%  of salary)
Pension base  10-year  average  earnings  Lifetime  earnings
Record-keeping  Documents  collected  on  Individual  accounts  with ZUS  for
retirement  each  member
Pension age  Various  early  retirement  privileges:  65 for men and  60 for women  for
actual  retirement  ages  59 for men  nearly  all  workers
and 55 for women
First contact  On retirement  On starting  first  job and  receipt  of
with ZUS  annual  report from ZUS
Pension formula  Defined  benefit:  flat-rate  Based  on actuarial  annuity
component (24%  of average  wage) calculation,  using  unisex  life  tables
and 1.3%  accrual  rate  in PAYG  pillar
1.4.  PUBLICOPINIONOFPENSIONREFORM
Opinion polls  were used to assess  the public's  views  of different  reform  strategies
as well  as attitudes  to the old system. The Office of the Governnent Plenipotentiary  for
Social Security  Reform- hereafter,  the Office for Pension Reform- used the polls to
build support  its proposals  among  key  policymakers.  Nevertheless,  many of the questions
are rather general and pollsters did not  spell out the  financial  consequences  of the
proposed  changes.
Figure 2 sets out the main results of a survey  of 1,200 adults from April 1997:
more detailed  data can be found in Appendix 1. Most respondents  agreed  that pensions
should be accumulated  in an individual  account:  around half agreed  strongly  and another
third agreed. Only four per cent were unconvinced  of this change. The strongest  support
came  from the self-employed,  people  with higher education  and white-collar  workers. The
least convinced  were people who were not working, including  old-age and disability
pensioners  and housewives.
A second question asked whether pensions should depend on the amount and
period of contributions. Nearly  three-quarters  of respondents  agreed,  with  just one in five
preferring  that pensions should be more or less equal for everyone. Stronger  support
11again came from better-off groups, including white-collar workers, the self-employed and
people with medium or high household incomes. This might be interpreted as support for
defined-contribution  provision  and  for  the  notional-accounts  system.  However,
respondents were offered only two options at the end of the spectrum of possible systems.
Figure 3. Public opinion  of pension  reform strategies
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The final question asked whether pensions should be provided on a pay-as-you-go
or  funded  basis.  A  total  of  70 per  cent  agreed that  accumulations from  individual
contributions and investments should pay for pensions, while just 13 per cent thought that
pensions were best financed from the next generation's contributions.  Education affected
views significantly,  with  80 per cent of people with higher education favouring funding
compared with 59 per cent of those with just primary education.
2.  Financial  market  development
Support for funding might in part be a result of the rapid development of financial
services in Poland in the 1990s. This section looks at the evolution of the banking system,
12the stock  exchange,  mutual  funds and the insurance  market. It also sets out the changing
attitudes  to saving  and investments.
2.1.  THE WARSAWSTOCKEXCHANGE
The stock  market and its regulator  were established  in 1991. The Warsaw  Stock
Exchange,  the only licensed  securities  exchange  in Poland,  has grown  rapidly  over the last
few years.  From nine listed companies  at its launch, the exchange now trades 198
companies.  Of these, 117  are listed  on the main  market  and 51 on a parallel,  junior  market
for firms  that do not meet capital  or other requirements.  Figure  3 shows  that this resulted
m an increase  im  stock  market  capitalisation  that reached  20 per cent of GDP by 1999. By
the end of 1999,  there were 40 brokerage  houses  and eight banks carrying  out brokerage
activities.
Figure  4. Stock  market  capitalisation  and turnover:  Poland
per cent of GDP
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SoutE  Polish Securities  and Exchange Commission
Poland, however, lagged behind other countries in central and Eastern  Europe,
and remains well behind the OECD economies in the development of the capital market.
In  1995, its stock market was worth less than 4 per cent of GDP,  smaller than Hungary
and Slovakia and much smaller than the Czech Republic (35 per cent of GDP).  There is
some evidence, however, that liquidity  was greater in Poland: stock market turnover was
13the equivalent of 11 per cent of GDP  at the time, more even than the Czech Republic.
The  difference reflects  the  speed  of  privatisation:  in  1995, the  process  was  almost
complete in the Czech Republic, but the main wave of large privatisations began in Poland
in 1999 and continues into 2000, with the main banks, Polish Telecom and the Ail  industry
now coming to the stock market.
Figure 5. Stock market capitalisation and tumover: international comparison
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2.2.  THE BANKING  SYSTEM
The banking system also developed rapidly during the economic transition: total
assets in the banking sector increased from 56 per cent of GDP in 1991 to 84 per cent in
1998. Nonetheless, the banking system's evolution in Poland, again, lagged behind other
countries in the region (Figure 6). Bank's provision of credit of around a third of GDP in
Poland compares with ratios in excess of 100 per cent in OECD countnres.
14Figure  6. Financial depth: bank's provision of domestic credit
per cent of GDP
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Although  corporate  banking  developed  most rapidly,  retail  banking  also  expanded.
In 1999-2000  alone,  the number of people  with a checking  account  increased  by a quarter,
reaching  nine million (Figure  7).  Still,  people often prefer to receive  their wages and
salaries  as cash-in-hand,  which accounts  for the fact that nearly  half the population  does
not have  a bank account,  compared  with 20 per cent or so in most developed  economies.
Figure  7. Adults with a bank account, per cent of total
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15Increased penetration  of bank accounts  and the adoption of modern banking
technology  is perhaps  best illustrated  by the growing  use of 'plastic':  both in automated
teller  machines  (ATMs)  and as credit  and debit  cards. By 1999,  around  five million  people
used ATMs and 1.5 million  used credit or debit cards. Still,  however,  more than 30 per
cent of bank customers  do not have access  to an ATM in their home town and only half
report that they can pay with credit  cards  in stores near  to where  they live. Nevertheless,
banks'  personal  loans  increased  from less  than one per cent of GDP in the early 1990s  to
nearly  4.5 per cent  by 1998.
Most retail banks were involved  in  the establishment  of pension funds (see
Table  6), although most, as we shall see, failed to  win a  significant  market share.
Nonetheless,  it is worth examining  the structure  of the banking  industry. Figure  8 shows
that the sector is highly  concentrated. The two largest  institutions  are PKO BP-  which
was recently  privatised-with more than 40 per cent of accounts  and Pekao SA, with
nearly  30 per cent. The latter  is another hangover  from the pre-transition  era.
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162.3.  INVESTMENT  FUNDS IN POLAND
The first mutual  fund in Poland,  established  by Pioneer,  emerged  in 1991. Indeed,
it was the only fund until 1994.  After the implementation  of new investment-fund
legislation,  the sector grew to  16 active firms at the end of 1999, managing  some 66
different  funds. Nevertheless,  only 2 per cent of Poles (according  to surveys- see below)
currently  imvest  im  these institutions.
2.4.  HOUSEHOLD  SAVINGS  BEHAVIOUR
The savings  behaviour  of Poles has changed  significantly  over time. For example,
only 15 per cent  of respondents  told CBOS  pollsters  in 1999  that they  had saved  in the last
three months. Although  this proportion was similar  to 1995,  1996 and 1997  surveys,  it
was substantiaLly  less than the 28 per cent who said  they had saved  in 1994. Household
savings  measured  in the national  accounts,  however,  show a less dramatic  pattern:  falling
from 16 per cent  of GDP in 1995  to 13.3  per cent  in 1998.
Table  2 shows  the proportion of households  reporting  to CBOS  surveys  that they
held particular savings instruments.  Deposits remained  the  most common form of
savings, although  there was a shift over time from savings  books to  other forms of
accounts. 4 There was a decrease  over tirne in the proportion  of households  holding  cash
'under the mattress'  as confidence  in financial  institutions  improved. The stabilisation  of
the exchange  and inflation  rates also led to shift out of foreign  into domestic currency
over time. Investment  in financial  assets- equities,  bonds et-  remains  very rare. There
has, however, been rapid growth in holdings of life insurance  policies,  reflecting  the
development  of this sector  following  the removal  of the state  monopoly.
4  Savings books were held by depositors at home and all data entered into the books.  The spread of
computer technology in the banking sector led to the development of more modem record-keeping.
17Table 2. Type of investments,  1994-1999
per cent  of households  1994  1995  1996  1997  1999
Domestic  currency  deposits
Savings  book  21  17  18  16  16
Term bank account  6  11  13  15  17
Savings account  6  9  14  13  19
Savings certificates  2  2  2  2  1
Foreign  currency deposits
Foreign currency term account  6  4  3  3  2
Foreign currency savings  6  4  3  2  2
account
Cash  at home
Domestic currency  16  15  13  15  7
Foreign currency  3  2  3  2  1
Other  investments
Equities  4  2  2  4  3
Government bonds  2  4  4  6  3
Investment funds  2  2  2  1  1
Life insurance  - - - 13  18
Real assets
Jewellery  9  9  8  7  7
Art etc.  - - - - 4
Property  - - - - 7
Land  - _  _  _  9
Note:  Sample sizes between  1,065 and  1,294.  '-'  indicates data  are not  available.
Respondents could name more than one instrument so the columns do not sum to 100
Sounm CBOS surveys 1994-1999
Poles' attitudes to  different kinds of investment show a rather different pattern
from their actual asset holdings (Figure 9).  Real estate is perceived as the best form of
investment.  Stocks and bonds also get high ratings, which might explain the high level of
participation in the new private pension funds (see below), particularly among people who
previously felt they could not afford to save in these instruments.  Despite the persistence
saving cash at home in practice, it is widely  appreciated that this is a poor investment when
banks and other  financial institutions are sound.  Foreign currency remains popular-
perhaps suggesting a lack of confidence in the government's ability  to maintain the internal
and/or  external purchasing power of the zloty-  despite the decline of its role in practice.
18The only strong  correlation  between  actual  behaviour  and perceptions  is the strong  rating
given  to bank  deposits.
Figure  9. Attitudes to different  investments
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Note:  based  on a representative  sample  of 1,116  adult  Poles  under age  60
There were substantial  differences  between different groups' assessment  of the
quality  of investments.  People  with higher  education,  managerial  workers,  younger  people
and higher-income  groups  tend to rate real-estate  investments,  stocks and bonds as the
best way of saving.  In  contrast, people with lower educational  attainment,  manual
workers,  farmers,  the unemployed  and  pensioners  rate  these instruments  less  highly.
Most Poles perceive  saving  as a valuable  activity:  only 8 per cent told the survey
that savings  made no sense while 39 per cent believed  that it was always  worthwhile  to
save. Women,  better-educated  people,  managers  and people without children  favoured
saving  more  than average.  Somewhat  surprisingly,  the self-employed  and farmers  prefer  to
maintain  their current  standard  of living.
193.  Public-information and pension reform
The Office for Pension Reform's activities, both during the design of the system
and inplementation of reform, were widespread. They were supported by USA.ID,  which
hired a professional  public-relations (PR) company to help the Office.
3.1.  PUBLIC  RELA  TIONS  AND THE  CASE  FOR  REFORM
The Office for Pension Reform launched its PR campaign in May 1997. The first
stage focused on building the image of and the impetus for the reform.  The main targets
of the campaign  at this stage  were policy-markers  and opinion-formers: unions, employers,
politicians and the media.  The messages were the overwhelming need for change and the
'inevitability'  of the direction of the proposed reform.
Activities  during this initial  penrod included:
*  Surveying  public opinion of the old pension system and publicising the results;
*  Designing a consistent look and feel' for materials issued by the Office for Pension
Reform.  The pension reform logo-  representing the  rising sun-  appeared on  all
output and was even sported on lapel pins worn by staff and 'friends' of the reform;
*  Training in communication techniques for Office for Pension Reform and ZUS staff;
*  Organising seminars for politicians,  union members, employers et;
C  Establishing a training programme for  people who would then  go and present the
principles of the new system to people in their workplace;
*  Publishing a set of brochures, targeted on employers,  unions, different age groups etc;
*  Media relations, including seminars for journalists, press conferences, press releases,
offering interviews  with senior architects of the reform;
*  Developing a pension reform web site (http:\\reformaemerytalna.mpips.gov.pl).
A central plank of the public-information strategy was to talk about the reform as if it were
already fact, even though there were many hurdles still to  overcome.  This,  along with
opinion-poll results showing popular  support,  left  very little room  for  opponents  of
reform to question the basic elements of the new system.
20The targets of this initial  campaign  were policy-makers  and opinion-formers  and
mailings  were  initially  aimed  mainly  at  these  groups.  Explaining  the success  of reforms
overseas  was  a key  goal  at this  point. Government  officials,  members  of parliament  and
journalists  were  taken  on study  tours  of Argentina,  Chile,  Hungary  and  Sweden  to learn
about  the pension-reform  solutions  that had  influenced  the Polish  model. 5 The  study
tours did help to  build an understanding  of  the  philosophy of  different countries'
approaches  among  policy-makers  and  opinion-formers.  (It was  particularly  helpful  that
journalists  could  later  build  on this  experience  in explaining  the  reform  to their  readers,
viewers  and  listeners.)
Table  3 gives  a feel  for  how  the  public-information  campaign  developed  through
the  reforn  process.  It shows,  by  subject,  the  press  releases  that  were  issued  by  the  Office
for Pension  Reform.  At the beginning,  information  about  international  experience  of
pension  reform  and  developments  in  the  legislative  process  dominated  the  press  campaign.
The  press  releases  were  distributed  to around  400  journalists  in Poland.
Table  3. Press  releases  from  the Office for Pension Reform,  1997-1999
1997  1998  1999
Legislative  process  X  X  X  X  X  X
Opinion  poll  results  X  X  X  X  X  X
Retirement  age  X
Retirement  privileges  X  X  X  X  X
Reforms  overseas  X  X  X
New  system  XXXX  XX  X
Information  campaign  X X  X  X
Other  X  X  X X
Later  on,  the  information  campaign  turned  to the  particular  solutions  adopted  in
Poland.  The  Office  publicised  the  results  of  opinion  polls  and,  in  particular,  made  the  case
for  a reform  of  early-retirement  privileges.  It is  pertinent  to note  that  little  publicity  effort
went  on  the  initial  plan  to equalise  the  pension  age  for  men  and  women  and  that  this  idea
was  later  dropped  in  favour  of  retaining  unequal  ages  (65  for  men,  60  for  women).
5  These study  tours were financed  from a World Bank Institutional  Development  Fund grant to
Ministiy  of Labour.
21At the end of 1998,  the need to shift the campaign's focus from opinion-leaders  to
the general public was apparent.  Only 30 per cent of people told a survey that they had
heard of  the pension  reform and  that they knew what  changes were proposed.  The
majority (55 per cent) reported that they had heard about the reform, but that they did not
know what changes were afoot.  Moreover, 83 per cent of those surveyed felt that they
were not sufficiently well informed of the rules of the new pension system, 77 per cent
said that they would like to learn more.
3.2  PUBLIC  INFORMATIONAND  THE IMPLEMENTATION  OF THE REFORM
A second, broader  PR campaign  began in March  1999.  Its  goal: to explain the new
system, the choices that it offered, and the different options open to different age groups.
The main discussion at the time was over the choice between remaining in the reformed
pay-as-you-go, public scheme or splitting the  pension contribution between the public
scheme and the new funded pension accounts.
The Office for Pension Reform published simulations showing the cir.umstances
under which members were likely get a better pension under each option.  Howveer, the
pension funds' marketing campaigns often included contradictory assessments. Some, for
example, excluded the effect of administrative charges on the pay-as-you-go component
Qevied by ZUS) and  on annuity values.  Consequently, the Office for Pension Reforn
developed special software to  calculate the  projected size of the  pension under  both
options.  This could be downloaded from the Office's web site.
The public information campaign had a series of elements, although it was based
around  a call centre, which opened in March  1999 until the end of that year.  Eleven
brochures, covering all aspects of the reform, were prepared.  A press and TV campaign
promoted the call-centre's services.
There were four different TV spots. The first, which advertised the so-called 'four
social reforms', covered a broad range of subjects.  The other three spots were produced
solely for the pension reform campaign.  They targeted different age groups affected by
the change, and  aimed to  promote  ZUS as a new, customer-friendly institution.  These
spots, transmitted nearly 400 times, reached almost 96 per cent of adults living in urban
22areas (ie., they saw the piece  at least once). There  were also  nearly  24,000  published  press
advertisements  and Polish  Telecom  sent out 7,500  coupons allowing  people  to apply for
the brochures.
The results of the  first few months of the media campaign  were somewhat
disappointing:  for example,  the number of brochures  ordered  fell short of expectations.
Focus group interviews  revealed  that people did not differentiate  between  the pension
reform campaign  and commercial  advertising  spots on TV.  Knowledge  of the pension
reform was sparse: people could recall the slogans  but did not understand what they
meant.  Reform was associated  in the public's  mind only with the introduction  of the
funded pillar.  Although some parts- such as the  fact that  savings in the  defined
contribution  pension accounts  could be inherited- were well  known, other components
of the reform  were not, particularly:
v  the 'pillars'  of the new pension  system;
*  changes  to the pay-as-you-go  scheme;
v  the concept  of 'initial  capital',  reflecting  rights  accrued  in the old system;
*  the  choice between splitting the contribution  between funded and pay-as-you-go
elements  or putting  the whole  contribution  into the revised  pay-as-you-go  scheme.
The most popular  sources  of information  on the pension  reform  were discussions
with friends and pension funds' agents,  press articles  and pension funds' publications.
ZUS was perceived  as a  symbol of the  old system: contacting  the  social insurance
institution  was seen as something  of a last  resort.
To conclude,  the public  informnation  campaign  at this stage  was not very effective,
and people  relied  instead  mainly  on the pension  funds' for information.
Recognising  these problems,  the Office for Pension Reform changed its media
plan and the design  of the campaign. First, new TV spots were recorded,  featuring  the
plenipotentiary,  Ewa Lewicka  describing  the call-centre  and the availability  of brochures  at
a press conference. Also,  the spot was billed  as a 'government  advertisement'  rather than
a 'paid advertisement'.  There were over 300  transmissions  of these new spots, reaching
some 96 per cent of Poles over age 30  living  in urban  areas.
23Secondly,  radio  was added to the media  list  because  it is often listened  to during
working  hours and it is cost-effective.  Furthermore,  the use of radio allowed  for different
messages  to be presented  in different  regions. The radio campaign  was intensified  after
the holiday  season,  because  the youngest contributors  had to choose their pension  fund
before  the end of September.
Thirdly, there were also changes in  the  press campaign.  The new formula
comprised  coupons and leaflets  (The new pension system' and 'Initial capital')  inserted
into daily newspapers,  which included the most popular tabloid.  New, full-colour
advertisements  featured  the most frequently  asked  questions,  according  to the call-centre
operators.
Figure 10. Letter  from  the Plenipotentiary
LETITER FROM  THiE GOVERNMENT  PLENIPOTENILARY
FOR THE SOCIAL SECURITY REFORMI
Ladies  and  Gentlemen,
I know  that  for  the majority  of  young  people,  and  they  are mainly
Internet  users,  a retirement  pension  seems  like  a remote  ar i
unimportant  issue.  But  it is young  people  who  have  the  biggest
chance  of taking  advantage  of all  the opportunities  created  by  the
pension  system  reform.  However  to do that  one  needs  to start
thinking  about  old  age  security  today.  The  new system  reqLuires
that  we all  make  decisions  that  will  impact  the amount  of our
future  pension.  My office  has prepared  this  presentation  to
introduce  in the  most  accessible  manner  the rules  of  the  new
system  and  the choices  we will  all  have.
The performance  of the campaign  improved  as a result of these changes. The call-
centre received  an average  of 3,100  inquiries  a day in September,  compared  with just 200 a
day in August. Focus group interviews  showed  that people had begun to recognise  that
the information  provided  by the pension  funds was subjective  and too general. Also,  the
public  saw,  for the first time, a need for government  information  on the pension  reform,
24which was seen as objective and reliable.  The appearance of the Plenipotentiary was a
success: people regarded her as a reliable source of information about the pension reform
and a symbol of government activity in providing information.  In particular, the focus
groups felt that  there was a need for clear and impartial information on the following
questions:
*  are pension funds reliable?
*  what are the differences between specific funds?
*  how should people decide between splitting the pension contribution or staying  in the
public scheme?
*  what  are  the  government  guarantees of  pension  fund  performance  and  pension
benefits?
Perhaps  the  most  disappointing part  of the  campaign was the  relatively poor
perception of the call-centre,  which was typically  viewed as the last resort in the search for
information.  There are many potential explanations. First, the call-centre had a Warsaw
telephone  number, which  meant that  many people had to  pay long-distance charges.
Secondly, the  public  was  unused  to  the  government  providing them  with  detailed
information on any subject and so might not have though it worthwhile using this service.
Finally,  radio, TV and press are passive sources of information,  while inquiring at the call-
centre  requires  activity.  Unfortunately,  opinion  poll  and  focus  group  results  are
insufficiently  detailed to evaluate  these alternatives.
A regional campaign, in addition to differentiated radio broadcasts, centred on a
tour  of the eight largest cities in Poland (outside of Warsaw) during May and June 1999.
The  Plenipotentiary  headed  the  road-show,  meeting  employers'  and  trade  union
representatives and the local media.
A  pension  reform web site was launched in August 1998.  Press  releases and
legislative information were added to the site as they become available. By the end  of
1999, the site had registered more than  100,000 hits, mostly from Poland.  International
visitors included people from Canada, France, Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom
and the United States.
25Figure 11. The Office for Pension  Reforrn web site home page
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The campaign saw five million brochures distributed and 200,000 inquiries at the
call centre. In total, it cost around $5 million.
ZUS  also participated in  informational  campaign: its  2,000 trained  employees
advised contributors how to  send in the  necessary information  and contributions.  Its
branch  offices distributed free software, enabling contributors  to  transfer information
electronically. However, during the implementation of the reform it became apparent that
ZUS was administratively  ill equipped for its new responsibilities (especially  transferring
contributions  to  pension  funds).  As  a  result, ZUS's  public  relations  activities were
dominated by  crisis management.  A  new  president  of  the  institution,  appointed  in
October 1999,  prepared an 'emergency  plan' to sort out the most pressing problems.
The pension fund supervisory agency,  UNFE, ran a limited information campaign,
mainly because of budgetary constraints.  The agency organised open-days in its offices
and published a bulletin, but both of these had a very lirmited  reach.  As with the Office
for Pension Reform, its officials appeared on radio and TV programmes and took part in
26debates and conferences. Much of the agency's  publicity  effort was aimed at the 'third
pillar'  of voluntary  schemes,  supporting  employers  and unions  in setting  up occupational
pension  plans. UNFE issued  a report, 'Security  through  Competition',  which argued  that
the public  was not aware  of the charges  levied  by different funds and the central  impact
that they have on pension  fund returns. 6 UNFE would have done well  to publicise  this
information and  producing comparative data-'league  tables'- on  different funds'
charges. Instead,  the supervisory  agency  proposed a complex  and difficult  to implement
change  to the cost structure. Although some have argued  that supervisory  agencies  are
best not involved  in consumer  education 7, UNFE's role seems  to have been  too minimal,
leaving  a gap in the provision  of impartial,  comparative  information  on different  pension
funds.
3.3  PENSION  REFORM AND  THE MEDIA
The government  campaign  was,  naturally,  not the only  source of information. For
example,  TV companies  prepared (independently)  a series of special features broadcast
from late 1998  through 1999,  including:
*  a senes of short (five-minute)  programmes- Which pension?'- transmitted  twice a
week  on the first channel  of public  TV;
o  longer,  fifteen-minute  programmes-'Questions about the pension reform"- on  the
second  channel  of public  TV;
*  a series  of programmes  on the private  Polsat  network
Members  of the Office  for Pension  Reforn were frequently  invited  for interviews,
to take part in debates  and in audience  phone-in  programmes. However,  the case  of the
Polsat programmes  bears further discussion. Polsat owns 40 per cent of one of the
pension funds.  Initially,  the TV programme  appeared  impartial. But once the Polsat
pension fund received  its licence,  it began to sponsor the programme. The Office for
Pension Reform decided that  no  government official could then  participate in  the
programmes,  and  they  became  simply  an advertisement  for the Polsat  pension  fund.
6  See Whitehouse (2000b,c)  and World Bank (2000)  for a discussion of strategies on charges and their
impact on members' returns on pension contributions.
7  See the discussion  and references in Whitehouse (2000a).
27Press coverage of the pension reform was also broad, beginning with the passage
of the first set of legislation in June  1997.  The focus of press attention was the 'second
pillar', the new funded element in the pension system. In 1997, most (68 per cent) articles
were purely informative, with a smaller number offering some commentary on the wisdom
of the pension reform (according to surveys by the Profile agency). The majority of these
commentaries were favourable, arguing that  the reform would improve macroeconomic
performance,  make  the  system  more  transparent  and  ensure  a  decent  and  secure
retirement income for current workers.
Press interest remained at a constant  level throughout the first half of  1998, as
there were few new developments in the design or implementation of the reform during
that period.  Again, most articles  were simply informative (79 per cent).  Commentary was
again largely favourable: 53 per cent of articles were positive, according to Profile.  Some
17 per cent of commentaries, however, criticised the reform.  Most of these appeared in
the Trybuna  daily newspaper, the successor of the communist daily, Tyy4wia  Luczi.
In the second half of 1998, press coverage intensified as did reform activity. The
main subjects of press articles  were:
*  motions to establish pension fund managing companies;
*  the work of the pension fund supervisory agency,  UNFE;
*  guidelines on the pension reform and advice for readers;
*  the legislative  process;
*  information on ZUS and its readiness to implement the reform'
*  reports  on  public opinion polls, particularly those  on  attitudes to  early-retirement
privileges, decisions on participating in the second pillar and choice of pension fund;
*  pension reform and pension systems in other countries.
Again, only a minority of articles in the second half of 1998 were commentary on
the reform.  Most were also positive about the reform.  But this changed in early 1999,
with the implementation of the pension reform, one of the so-called 'four social reforms'.
Nevertheless, the  criticism focused  on  the  other  reforms: the  changes to  the pension
28system  were perceived  as the best prepared. Some  of the attacks  included  criticism  of the
public  information  campaign  and others of the slow  transfer  of contributions  to the new
pension  funds.
The subject matter of press coverage shifted over time. In 1999,  most articles were
about various aspects of the new funded pension sector: the plans and activities of the
pension  funds,  the  new  UNFE  agency.  The  next  most  important  subject was the
calculation of initial capital in the new public pension scheme (a third of articles in May,
for example). Around 15 per cent of articles were about ZUS and its activities. Overall,
the media played a very important role in inforning the public of the impending changes
to the pension system and their impact.
3.4.  THE RESULTS OF THE PUBLIC  INFORMATION CAMPAIGN
The effectiveness of the public information campaign can be gauged by opinion
polls conducted throughout 1999 on consumers' awareness of the pension reform and the
changes that were involved.  Figure 12 shows how the public rated their knowledge of the
changes. The proportion saying that they felt their knowledge  of the system was adequate
or better increased from less than half in March 1999 to nearly 80 per cent in March 2000.
Just  16 per  cent  said they though  they lacked information at the  end  of the  period,
compared with nearly half at the beginning.
29Figure 12. Consumer ratings of the degree of information they have received about
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A second survey question asked people how accessible they  found information
about the pension reform.  Figure  13 shows the results, which  confirmn  the pattern  of
Figure 11. In June 1999, around half of respondents thought information was easy to find,
increasing  to more than 70 per cent in March 2000.
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30Figure  14 shows the main sources of  information on  the pension  reform that
people said they had used.  The media-  the top  five bars on the chart-  were the most
popular source of information, particularly television.  Family and friends were another
important source, but pension fund agents, brochures and materials from  ZUS were all
used by less than 15  per cent of the population.
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Most people-  91 per  cent-  reported that  they were aware of the  government
information campaign  in October. Nearly all of these had seen the television spots, nearly
half  had  heard  radio  commercials  and  a  sirmilar number  had  seen  newspaper
advertisements. Almost a quarter heard about the campaign from their friends. Just 3 per
cent said they had used the government call-centre (see above).  In June  1999, a survey
asked people their opinion of the government information campaign.  Some 40 per cent
criticised the carnpaign, although a third assessed it as good.  Interestingly, views on the
campaign varied hugely with education level.  Less than  a quarter of  people with only
31primary  education  thought rated  the campaign  as good, compared  with  half of people  with
higher  education. This might perhaps  indicate  that the presentation  of the campaign  was
too complex,  despite  efforts  to set out the reform  package  in the simplest  possible  way.
4.  Pension  funds  marketing  and sales activities in 1999
4.1.  PENSION FUNDS' MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Pension  funds were allowed  begin  their marketing  campaigns  on 16 February  1999
under the watchful eye of  UNFE, the  pension fund  supervisory  agency.  UNFE
intervened  when advertisements  were unfair  or misleading.
Wilczynska  (2000) divides the  pension funds' strategies into three categonres
(able  4).  The first group attempted  to build their strategy  on the existing  position of
their parent companies.  These were all well-known  providers of financial  services  in
Poland before the reform. The second group adopted a similar  strategy,  but these funds
were new entrants to the Polish  market or were building  on a very small  presence. The
final  strategy  involves  companies  already  active  in Poland. But these firms  tried to build  a
new  brand  for the pension  fund business.
Since pension funds were essentially  an entirely  new industry,  the last strategy
might not have  too many disadvantages:  all players  are new entrants. However,  the most
effective  approach  seems  to have been the first, although  this was,  of course only  open to
firms  already  well  established  in Poland. The campaigns,  their slogans  etc are described  in
detail  in Appendix  3.
Experts rated the Commercial  Union's as the best campaign  among the larger
funds (see Stepien,  2000). It was based on testimony from well-known  celebrities.  The
Commercial  Union avoided  making  significant  errors- unlike  its main competitors- and
was  rewarded  with the largest  market  share.
PZU hired an inexperienced  agency, which made uninspiring,  easily  forgotten
advertisements.  PZU's  media spending concentrated more on  the  press than its
competitors.  The press  advertisements  included  interviews  with the president  of the fund.
There was no  obvious strategy underlying  the campaign,  and its direction seemed to
32change  frequently.  It did little  to change  the image  of the company,  widely  perceived  as a
badly managed  giant and a relic of the past.  PZU even stopped advertising  when it
reached  its market-share  target.
Table  4. Marketing strategies of the pension funds
(1)  (2)  (3)
Campaign  based  on parent  Campaign  based  on parent  Campaign  creates  new  brand
company  brand:  company  brand
already  well  known  new  to Poland
Commercial  Union  AIG  Bankowy
Kredyt  Banku  Allianz  Dom
Nationale-Nederlanden  Arka-Invesco  Ego
PBK Orzel  Norwich  Union  Epoka
Pekao/Alliance  Polsat  Pocztylion
Pioneer  Winterthur  Rodzina
PZU Zlotajesieti  Zurich  Solidarni  Skarbiec-Emerytura
Souc  Wilczynska  (2000)
Nationale-Nederlanden  got  off  to  a  false  start,  transmitting  their  first
advertisements  before 16 February. In response  to this transgression,  UNFE forbade
N-N from using any of these spots, and new advertisements  had to be recorded. The
company  had just three days  to design  a new concept  for their campaign  and record the
advertisements:  and it showed. Fortunately  for N-N, the parent company  had a good
reputation that survived  these difficulties,  and the firm ended up as the third largest
pension  fund.
The fourth  largest  fund decided  against  using  the well-known  name of its parent-
Amplico- and operated  under  the relatively  new  AIG brand  name. After a relatively  poor
start,  its campaign  improved,  using  linked  TV spots and printed  advertisements.
Among  the smaller  funds,  Norwich  Union,  Zurich  Solidarni  and Allianz  were rated
as the better campaigns. Norwich Union started in Poland practically  from scratch.
Within a couple of months it had managed  to create an image of a solid, trustworthy
33company with a good sales network.  Indeed, the second phase operated under the slogan
of  the  'company with the  best  sales agents'.  Zurich  Solidarni's marketing was quite
influential. It used actors from a well-known comedy film, Vabank'.  Allianz started well,
but then changed to  an advertisement featuring an elderly couple: most people thought
their original approach was better.  This seemed to  be an attempt to duplicate the good
ratings of Ego's  campaign, which also featured elderly people.  Nevertheless, although
Ego's spots were very creative, surveys showed that people associated the company with
older people, but  it was, of course, younger people who were choosing pension funds.
Pocztylion was another  firm  that  changed its  concept  mid  campaign.  It  started by
promoting the  experience of its main  shareholder: Paribas, the French  bank.  It then
switched  to  advertisements  featuring  actors  from  the  popular  series  'Zlotopolscy'.
Winterthur, too, used a popular actor, Buguslaw Linda, which improved the sales of this
fund.  The experience of a number of funds suggests  that the use of celebrity testimony is
an effective marketing strategy. 8
Al in all, the pension funds spent nearly $100 million on their media campapgns,  of
which the lion's share went on television advertisements. Figure 14 shows the spending of
different funds.  Advertising made up around  30 per cent of total operating costs in the
first year.
The  pension  funds'  spending  made  them  the  largest  advertisers for  a  while.
Between mid-February and mid-March 1999, they spent PLN 50 million, compared with a
little over PLN  10 million spent  on advertising washing powders and cars and around
PLN  5 million for magazines and margarines. 9 This, of course, represented the most
intense period of marketing for the pension funds.  Recent estimates suggest that budgets
have been cut by 80 per cent or more in 2000.
It is interesting  to compare  this analysis  with  Lunt  and  Disney's  (2000)  study  of financial  services
advertisements in the United Kingdom.
9  Source: Gazet  Wybkn7a,  22 March 1999.
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The media campaigns increased recognition of pension fund companies' names
overall.  For example, the proportion of people in the target age group that could not
spontaneously name any pension fund fell from 35 per cent in February 1999 to less than
15 per cent in March and just five per cent in June." 0
In addition to their advertising, all the pension funds created call-centres with free,
'0-800' numbers.  The call-centres claimed to  offer information on the specific fund and
the reform in general. However, a radio journalist who tested all the centres' responses to
questions on the structure of the new pension system found that none could pass her test
in the first few months of the reform's implementation.
1C  Source:  Imact,  September  1999.
35Surveys found that most people obtained information about pension funds from
advertisements  (almost two-thirds) while 37 per  cent sought  advice from  farmily  and
friends (typically  people with a higher level of educational attainment).  About a third of
people said they had invited agents to their homes, while  just 7.5 per cent used call-centres
and only 2.5 per cent the Internet.  The last were, as one would expect, mostly vounger
and better educated." 1
4.2  PENSION  FUNDS'  SALES NETWORKS
The second  element of the pension funds' marketing was the  establishment of
networks of sales agents.  Incredibly, there were 440,000 agents registered with UNFE,
equivalent to more than one per cent of the total Polish population and around two per
cent of the labour force.  Indeed, this is many more in absolute and relative terms than in
the countries of Latin Amenrca  that introduced a similar reform of their pension system
(Table 5).
Table 5. Number of pension fund agents and number of agents per thousand
members, Poland and eight Latin American countries
NwnEkr  of  Nwnber  of  agts  per Ixuszmdm&nmrs
ag6
1999  1999  1998  1997  1996
Argentina  11 877  1.51  1.94  3.14  3.35
Colombia  5 368  1.56  1.82  1.90
Chile  4 885  0.80  1.20  3.02  3.22
Ecuador  273  2.30  2.17  2.29  4.00
El Salvador  886  1.20  1.87
Mexico  11 400  0.73  1.12  5.66
Peru  2 163  0.97  1.51  1.66
Uruguay  757  1.41  1.53  2.15  4.88
Poland  439 247  39.94
Sowe  FLAP
Wrighton (1999)  paints an evocative  picture of these sales networks im  action:
' 1  ARC Rynek i Opinia, OFE Monitor, May 2000
36'In the small  town of Kluczbork,  the mail  carrier  bicycles  from house to house
with the morning post.  After lunch he retraces  his route, this time out of
uniform,  to deliver  something  else:  a sales  pitch. Wouldn't  the householder  be
interested in signing  up for the Pocztowo Bankowe  pension fund, a joint
venture  between  the post office  and the investment  arm of French bank BNP-
Paribas?
'A couple  of kilometres  away  in Byczyna,  the local  Catholic  priest finishes  the
weekday  morning mass.  Later, in one of the church meeting rooms, he
preaches  more worldly  matters to his flock:  the benefits of investing  in the
Arka-Invesco  retirement  program.
'Across Poland the  scene has been the  same since April: hundreds of
thousands  of full-  and part-time  sales-people  criss-crossing  cities  and slogging
across  the countryside,  pitching  pension  plans  to the masses.'
These  numbers  are in large  part due to the ease  with which  people  could become  a
sales agent:  there was no test of knowledge  of the system,  as in Mexico  or the United
Kingdom,  for example. This had a significant  impact  on the quality  of sales agents and,
for the funds, quantity  became  at least as important  as quality. Regulations  of agents'
activities  were also relatively  lax. Agents  were  typically  paid around $25  per member  that
they recruited. There is some evidence  that these incentives  and the lack of regulation
meant that agents acted  in their own interest  and not in the interest of fund members  (or
potential fund members).  There were also examples of abuses such as the use of
unauthorised  'helpers',  offers of bribes  to clients  and falsifying  of signatures.
5.  Individual  choices in the new system
The new  pension  system  required  people  to make  two kinds of choices:
*  a choice  to participate  in the funded component  of the new system (for people  born
between  1949  and 1968);
*  a choice of a specific  pension fund (for all people born after 1968  and older people
who decided  to split  their contribution).
The Office for Pension  Reform commissioned  a survey  from OBOP to investigate  the
most important factors  influencing  people's decisions. The results are presented  in the
following  sections.
375.1.  CHOICE  OF THE  FUNDED PILLAR
Regular surveys throughout 1998 and 1999 looked at people's intentions of either
staying  with the public scheme or switching  to the mixed public-private pension option.' 2
The time  horizon  for  this  choice was the  end  of  1999.  Figure  16 showrs how the
population made up its mind as the deadline approached: from a peak of 60 per cent in
November 1998 and January 1999, the proportion  undecided fell to  just 25 per  cent in
June 1999. Interestingly,  a third of the target age group said that they intended to take out
a private pension in the first survey, but this fell to just a fifth in January 1999.  By June,
however, as more people came to a decision, this proportion  increased again, to  37 per
cent.  (This is similar  to the numbers observed taking out a private pension-  see below.)
Figure 16. Intended choice in the new pension  system
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Figure  17, by  disaggregating the  total  into  two  age  groups,  shows  a  more
informative picture of people's changing intentions.  Among the younger age group-  aged
between 30 and 40-  the proportion of people intending to  remain in the public scheme
alone remained roughly constant over time, at about 15 per cent.  The major shift over
12  Forecasts of the numbers switching were important for estimating the short-term 'transition' costs
of the  reform.  Projections in other  countries have prove to  be inaccurate due to  the lack of  a proper
analysis:  see Palacios  and Whitehouse (1998)  for a discussion.
38time was from the undecided  to the group intending  to take out a private pension. The
latter grew from a third of the total to nearly 60 per cent over the six months of the
surveys. The older  target  age group- aged  40 to 50-  made  their minds  up later  than their
younger  peers. Again  there was some increase  in the proportion intending  to split  their
pension contribution-from  10 to  20 per cent-but  this was much less pronounced.
Instead,  the proportion  intending  to stay with the public  scheme  alone increased  from 28
per cent  to 55 per cent over the six-month  period.
These results suggest that people were aware of the  larger gains to  younger
workers  from switching  to the funded component.' 3 This was borne out by surveys  that
asked  people  directly  about  the returns to different  pension  choices. Around  three in five
respondents said that they thought that it would be worthwhile  for some people to
participate  but not for others and that age was an important  factor. Around  ten per cent
believed that everybody  should split the contribution.  Simnilarly,  around a quarter of
people  aged  40-50  answered  another  survey  that they personally  would  be better  off if they
took out a funded  pension  compared  with about half of 30-40  year  olds.
Figure  17. Intended  choice in the new pension system  by age
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13  This pattern results from the compound interest effect.  The proportion of earnings going into the
funded pension  scheme does not  vary with age.  With a longer period to  retirement, younger workers'
contributions have longer to accumulate investment returns.  Again, see Palacios and Whitehouse (1998).
39Private pension funds opened for members in March 1999 and around a million a
month joined (Figure 18). The pace accelerated in the last months of that year because of
approaching deadlines.  September was the last month that people born after 1968 could
choose a pension fund.  December was the deadline for people aged 30 to 50 to decide to
split their contribution between the public and private schemes.
Figure 18. Cumulative number of members of private  pension funds, 1999
12 - cumulative number of
participants, million
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Intentions  to join a private pension fund or not were reasonably reflected in the
final outcome  (Figure  19).  Overall,  a little over  55 per  cent of 31-50 year  olds-  those  age
groups  with  a choice-  took  out  a private  pension.  Comparing  these  results  with  Figure
15, this  implies that  most  of the  people  who  were undecided  in June  eventually  did take
out a private  pension.
The  proportion  with  a private pension  declines  steeply with age, from  over 90 per
cent  of  31-year-olds  to  around  5  per  cent  of  50-year-olds.  This  indicates  'rational'
behaviour,  since  the  returns  to  younger  workers  from  a private  pension  are  likely to  be
greater  due  to  the  compound  interest  effect.  Note  that  this  pattern  of  declining
40participation  with age is found in all other countries  that offered  individuals  a choice of
pension  arrangement. 14
Again,  these results  can be compared  with people's  intentions  (Figure  16). Around
80 per cent of 31-40  year  olds opted for a private  pension. Some  57 per cent of a sample
of this age  group told the June survey  that they intended  to take out a private  pension  and
28 per cent were undecided. Total participation  of 41-50  year olds was around 30 per
cent, which compares  with 20 per cent of the June survey  that said they intended to
participate  and 25 per cent were undecided. This implies  that the younger undecided
group mainly decided  to take out a private pension, while  the older undecided  group
mainly  opted  to remain  in the public  scheme.
Finally,  Figure 19 also shows an interesting  difference  between  the sexes. Up to
age 40, women were more likely  to join a pension fund than men of the same age. But
after age  40, more men  than women  took out a private  pension.
Figure  19. Participation  of 1949-68  cohorts  in private  pension  funds
membership  of private  pension  scheme,
per  cent  of age  cohort
100  -
women
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14  See Palacios and Whitehouse (1998),  Disney, Palacios and Whitehouse (1999)  and
World Bank (1999a).
41Surveys  also  asked  people  their  reasons  for  choosing  to  join  the  funded
component of the new pension system. People could give up to three answers: Figure 20
shows the main results.  Participation in the funded pillar was primarily motivated by the
desire for  a higher pension or  for a more  secure retirement income.  These were, of
course, the central themes of the pension funds' marketing campaigns.  The third most
important factor was a bequest motive: funded pension balances can be inherited unlike
entitlements in the  public scheme.  The  problems of  ZUS convinced  17 per  cent  of
respondents that a private scheme would be better than the public system (managed by
ZUS).
The second panel shows the main reasons people gave for  not joining a private
pension fund.  In both cases, one of the most important determninants  was the compulsion
in the system: people born before 1968  had to join a private pension fund and people bom
after 1948 had to  remain in the public scheme.  The largest group-  over 4C per cent-
believed that there would be too  short a period until retirement for an adequate sum to
accumulate in a private plan. Worryingly,  35 per cent of the youngest age group-  18 to 24
year olds-  also gave this answer, although they will, of course, be forced to participate.
Another sizeable group said that they wanted to retire early, and this is not  possible for
people who join the private pension funds.
Individual  characteristics, apart  from  age, did  not  influence the  decision to
participate in  the  funded  pillar.  It  is  also interesting to  compare the  numbers  who
remained in the public scheme (less  than 10 per cent) because they did not trust the private
funds with the numbers who took out a private pension plan because they did not  trust
ZUS (17 per cent).
42Figure 20. Reasons given for different pension choices
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Markowski et  al. (2000)  modelled the factors influencing  the decision to participate
in the funded component of the pension system using this data set. The results, consistent
with Figure 19, show declining  participation with age. This is the dominant effect.  Other
groups with higher private pension take-up included the urban population, people who
already had  a  life insurance policy and  people who  expected to  live longer than  the
average.
435.2.  CHOICE OF PENSION FUND
Table 6 and Figure 21 show the structure of the private pension market and the
pension  funds.  The pattern is similar to  many other countries that have embarked on
reforms of this sort-  namely shifting  part of retirement-income provision onto individual
pension accounts-  in that the market is very concentrated.
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Figure 22 compares Poland with  four  Latin American reformers  and with  the
United Kingdom.  The Figure shows the  cumulative market  share of  pension  funds,
ranked from the largest downward. The largest three funds in Poland have 53 per cent of
members, a very similar  proportion to Argentina and Colombia, slightly  more than Mexico
and rather less than Chile.  Chile has the most concentrated market: there are now only
eight funds and the three largest have three-quarters of the market.  The United Kingdom,
in contrast, has a much less concentrated pension market: indeed, the ten  largest funds
have a similar  market share to the three largest in Poland.
44Figure 22. Concentration  of pension  fund managers:
Poland,  United Kingdom  and four Latin American  countries
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Note  Market  shares  measured  in  proportion  of  total  members,  except  in  United
Kingdom (proportion of total assets)
Who were the winners in  Poland?  The  'big-three'-  Commercial Union,  PZU
Zlota Jesien and Nationale-Nederlanden-  were all established insurers.  PZU has a life-
insurance subsidiary,  the other two are life-insurance specialists. Their existing networks
of insurance agents made up the core of their sales forces.  Banks also entered the market
but they were not  particularly successful.  This is a marked contrast to the  situation in
Hungary, where retail banks own most of the largest pension funds.
The rest of the market is divided unevenly. There are several medium-sized funds
(with a market share of 3 to 5 per cent) and a tail of smaller funds, with less than 300,000
members each.  It is this tail of smaller firms that distinguishes Poland from the Latin
American reformers, but it seems reasonable  to expect some consolidation in the future.
45Table 6. Pension  funds in Poland
Media spending (PLN  0Oos)
Pension ftnd  Main shareholders  Capital  Number of  Members  Market  TV  Radio  Press  lTotal
(PLN mn)  agents  j000s)  share (%)
AIG  ALICO-50%  139  55976  850  7.7  24 024  4 999  3 174  32 197
Amplico 1Life-  50%
Allianz  Polska  Tow. Ubezp. Allianz Poiska-  100%  72  7 964  200  1.8  8 523  2 910  2 465  13 899
Arka-Invesco  Amvescap-  80%;  35  3 316  95  0.9  3 971  1 814  1 431  7 216
Konferencja Episkopatu Polski-  20%
Bankowy  PKO BP-50%;  200  15 063  380  3.5  18 495  1 048  3 942  23 485
Bank Hozoy-  50%
ComimercialUnion C.U. 1olskaTow. ULezp. na Zycie-500%;  150  40895  2300  20.9  17 136  222  6239  23597
C.U. Assurance  Company-  30%
BPII-  10%;
WBK-  10%
Dom  Warta-  50%;  175  21 234  245  2.2  15  067  1 757  3 229  20 052
Citibanlk  Poland-  50%
Ego  BIG BG-55%  205  16 669  297  2.7  14 570  1 347  5 204  21 121
Eureko-  45%
Epoka  BO.5-40.1%  65  4 618  100  0.9  5 476  428  1 076  6 979
BGK-  10%
Others-  49.9%
Kredyt Banku  Knxt  Bank-  97%;  59  5 445  85  0.8  7 048  633  2 098  9 778
BlTU  i R Heros Life-  3%;
Nationale-  ING Continental Europe I loldings-  80%;  200  43 030  1 630  14.8  9 605  259  3 714  13 577
Nederlanden  BSK-  20%
Norwich Union  Norwich Union Overseas Holdings-  100%  208  16  922  570  5.2  12 050  348  5 044  17 442
P'lK Orzel  I'BK + subsidiaries- 60%;  222  9 393  330  3.0  15 293  1 077  2 505  18 874
Aetna-  40% ;Media spending  (PLN 000s)
Pension fund  Main shareholders  Capital  Number of  Members  Market  TV  Radio  Press  Total
(PLN nm)  agents  (000s)  share (%)
Pekao/Alliance  Pekao- 51%;  17  13 586  80  0.7  5 908  319  744  6 971
Alliance  Capital  Management-  49%
Pioneer  PioneerGroup-70%  112  10  011  150  1.4  3 933  687  1 481  6 101
National Global Holdings-  30%
Pocztylion  PocztaPolska-60%;  75  16939  395  3.6  18141  700  2611  21451
TU Cardif- 35%;
Banque Paribas-  5%
Polsat  Polsat-  40%;  102  5 327  160  1.5  55 961  30  172  56 163
PAI Media-  36%;
Invest-Bank-  21%
Totalizator Sportowy-  3%
PZU Zlotajesie6  PZU Zycie-100%  200  103 045  1 915  17A4  10 428  4 546  6 853  21 827
Rodzina  Hamburg-Mannheimer-Versicherungs-  70  3 062  75  0.7  5 743  1 046  94  6 882
51.1%;
TU Compensa-  33.3%;
Mostostal Export-  11.1%
TU Compensa Zyce-4.5%
Skarbiec-Emerytura  BRE Bank-  75%;  192  15 779  390  3.5  15 293  2 176  5 167  22 636
STU lIestia Insurance-  25%
Winterthur  Winterthur Life Insurance Company-  70%;  125  13611  295  2.7  14112  1679  5545  21 336
EBOiR-  30%
Zurich Solidarni  Zurich Solidarni-  11%  141  17 362  455  4.1  20 255  1 655  3 522  25 432
Zurich Solidarni  Polska-  89%
(shareholders:  Zurich Insurance-  98.9%;
NSZZ Solidarnokc-1.19/6)
Note:  Shareholders  shown in italics  are Polish banks that listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange or state-owned
Sowue:  IUNFE.  Rzeczpospolita
47A regression analysis of pension fund membership (Appendix 2) shows that the
size of the network of agents was the only significant  factor determiniing  different pension
funds' success. Regressions on the fund's amount of capital and total media spending are
significant, but only because they are correlated with the number of agents.  Once  that
variable is included, capital and media spending become  insignificant.  Interestingly, if
advertising spending is broken down into three different media, spending on television
advertising has an insignificant  effect, but the amount spent on radio and press campaigns
is significant. Indeed, even in the model including the size of the sales network, spending
on radio advertising has a significant  effect on the number of members at the 7 per cent
confidence level.
Figure 21 plots pension funds' market share against the number of sales agents.  It
also  includes  the  predicted  values from  the  quadratic term  from  the  equation  in
Appendix 2.  Although the quadratic shows a diminishing rate of return  on  additional
agents as the size of the sales force increases, over the relevant range here, extra agents still
have a positive effect.  The success of Commercial Union, Nationale-Nederlanden and
PZU is explained  mainly by the size of their sales networks.  The first two, however, were
more successful than the sales network alone would explain (since  they lie above the fitted
curve). AIG, in contrast, performed much more poorly than the size of the sales network
would imply. This rmight  perhaps reflect the decision of its parent company to develop a
new brand name rather than use its own name-  Amplico-  which was well known  in
Poland.
A further survey asked people if they could spontaneously recall the name of a
fund and any advertisements for funds.  Market share was very strongly correlated with
knowledge of  the  name  of  a  fund  (a  coefficient  of  0.92).  The  relationship  with
spontaneous  knowledge of  a  fund's  advertisements  was  much  weaker  (correlation
coefficient of 0.54).
Together these results imply that the sales force and a familiar, already developed
brand name were the most important determinants of initial market share.
48Figure 23.  Size of pension  fund sales force and market  share
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Attitudinal  surveys also  shed  some  light  on  consumers'  choice  of  particular
pension funds and the factors they took into account.  Figure 24 shows the results of one
survey, which  asked  people to  categorise different factors of  primary importance, of
secondary importance or not important for their choice of fund.  The issues are ranked in
the chart by the proportion  of people rating them as primarily important.  Consumers
rated the size of the fund' capital as the most important issue, with 72 per cent giving  it the
top  rating of significance. Levels of service were also rated highly (51 per cent), both in
general and in the specific area of the provision of information (66  per cent).
Given the discussion of the pension funds' various marketing strategies  in section
4.1 above,  it  is  interesting to  see that  the  experience of  the  pension  funds'  parent
companies-  both in the Polish market (63 per  cent) and internationally (58 per cent)-
were mentioned by many consuners.  Some consumers also reported that they stuck with
a familiar provider of financial services (29 per cent).  Fund performance and strategy had
the second highest proportion  of people rating this factor as of primary importance (68
49per cent), with another 48 per cent clairming  that their fund had and/or would give them a
better  rate of return.'5
Figure 24. Factors influencing the choice of pension fund from a consumer survey
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Sotrm  ARC, OFE  Monitor,  May 2000.
A  second  survey allowed consumers  to  name  the three  most  important  influences
on  their  choice  of pension  fund from  a slightly  longer list.  Again,  characteristics  of  the
pension  fund-  that  it was perceived  as more  secure or better  performing-  were rated  the
most  important.  This  survey allowed rather  more  candid  responses  than  the  first.  For
example,  a quarter  of people  said that  one  of the  reasons  they  joined  their  specific  fund
was  simply  that  this  was the  first  agent  they  had  met.  Others  reported  that  they  had
shopped  around:  nearly a fifth  said they  chose  the  best  offer  after meeting  several agents
and  slightly  more  than  a  fifth  that  they  had  done  some  personal  research  of  different
funds.  A  fifth  of people  said  they joined  the  fund  because  a  friend  or  relative  was an
agent.  (Although  this number  seems rather  high, recall that  there  were  440,000  registered
15  This is, of course, unlikely:  very few studies have found any persistence in the perforrmance  of fund
managers. These studies are surveyed in Whitehouse (2000a, 2000c).
50agents,  around one per cent of Poland's adult population.) Very few people said that
either  their  employer  or their  trade  union' 6 had influenced  their decision.
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Both surveys show that few consumers claimed that they had been influenced by
the pension funds' advertisements. They also show that pension funds' charges influenced
only a very few consumers' decisions,  despite the potential effect that these levies can have
on the net pension value. There is some evidence of potentially illegal  activity. Employers
were prohibited from influencing their employees' choice of pension fund, agents were
not allowed  to offer inducements to join a particular fund or to prormise  higher investment
returns than other funds. While the first two transgressions appear to be rare, more than a
quarter of people told the  second survey that they were convinced their pension  fund
would offer the best return and nearly half said that the fund's high return was of primary
importance in their choice. It must unfortunately remain moot whether people had simply
16  Ghilarducci and Ledesma (2000)  analyse  and explain the limited role of trade unions in the pension
reforns  in Argentima  and Chile.
51convinced  themselves  that their fund  would  out-perform  or had been led to believe  this by
advertisements  or agents.
It is also  possible  to look at the reported influences  on fund choice  by membership
of different  pension  funds using  the second  survey  (from  CBOS). People  who joined  one
of the 'big three'- Commercial  Union, PZU, Nationale-Nederlanden-  tended to stress
the security  of their pension.  Some 56 per cent of PZU members gave  this response,
compared  with 37 per cent of the whole  sample. Another  significant  result  was  that one in
three Commercial  Union members argued that this  choice would assure the  highest
pension,  compared  with a quarter of all funded pension members. PZU's network of
agents- the largest  network, nearly  a quarter of the total number of agents- seemed  to
have  been a success. Its clients  were (slightly)  more likely  to say  that they  joined  this fund
because  this was the first agent they met." 7 Nationale-Nederlanden  clients  tended to join
that fund because  of personal recommendation  (32 per cent versus 25 per cent for the
whole  sample)  or after personal market  research (32 versus 22 per cent). Unortunatelv,
the sample  sizes  were too small to get statistically  significant  results for specific  smaller
funds.
Markowski  et  al. (2000)  used this survey  to carry out a multivanrate  analvsis  of the
membership of  particular funds  as  a  function  of  attitudes  and  socio-economic
characteristics.  The results  should  be treated as illustrative,  because  the explanatory  power
of the equations  is weak. Table  7 sumrnarises  the most significant  factors.
The contrast  between  PZU's clientele  and that of Commercial  Union (CU)  and,  to
a lesser  extent,  Nationale-Nederlanden  (N-N), is clear. PZU appeals  to people living  in
smaller  towns and villages  with lower  levels  of education. Its members  also appear  to be
financially  unsophisticated:  they rate saving  as a low priority  and do not intend to join an
occupational  plan if offered. CU and N-N members were more likely  to live in urban
areas,  and the former's clients  tended to be better educated  and in managerial  jobs. PZU
recruited  more members who 'engaged  in frequent religious  practices',  while N-N  and
AIG appealed  to the less  religiously  inclined. This variable  is probably  a good  indicator  of
conservative  attitudes  in general. PZU's members  appear to be very confident  in their
52fund:  they expect  both a good return and a secure  pension. Again,  there is evidence  that
PZU's large sales  network  paid off. Many of its clients  said that they  were influenced  by
their colleagues'  choice:  PZU's network  is based  among  the personnel  and accounts  staff
of larger  enterprises. Also,  people  joining  its pension  fund were more likely  to be clients
of PZU already.
17  Note that PZU's network was based mainly on the insurance agents in large enterprises- typically
people in the personnel or accounting departments-  who were well placed to approach potential members
early.
53Table 7. Summary of influences on choice of particular  pension funds
Commercial  Union  PZU  Nationale-Nederlanden  AIG
Socio-demographic  Urban  Rural  Urban
H-ligh  education  Low education




Asset holdings  Life insurance
Attitudes to fund  Better pension  Better pension
Secure  pension
Already  with PZU  Less likely:  with AIG
Attitudes to saving  Gold and antiques a good  Gold and antiques a bad  Bank deposits a bad
investment  investment  investment
No intention of joining
occupational  plan
Regard  savings as of little
value
Provide for retirement by
buying durables
Influences  Friends from work  Less likely:  first agent
encountered
546.  Issues  for the  future
The  first  year  of  the  new  pension  system  has  recorded  many  successes,  but  there  remain
some  outstanding  issues in the  area of public information.  The  most  imnportant is the  improvement
of individuals'  financial literacy: the  old system offered  a relatively high  retirement  income  without
member  involvement  and there was little or no opportunity  for individual long-term  saving.
The  pension  system  reform  changes  the  situation  for  two  reasons.  Firstly, the  replacement
rates, offered  by the two-pillar system will be lower  than the ones offered  now  (Figure 26).
Figure 26.  Projected  replacement  rates, average  wage  earners
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E
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Age at start of reform
Note:  Assumes  wage growth  of 4 per  cent a year, a notional  rate  of return  on  contributions  to  the
public scheme  of 3 per  cent and contributions  beginning  at age 25.  For the private  funds, it assume  a
rate of return  of 6 per  cent, charges of 5 per cent  of contributions  and  0.6 per  cent of assets, a one-
off fee of 6 per cent of the  accumulated  balance to pay for an annuity  and a 2 per  cent  rate of return
on  the investmnents underlying  the annuity.
Source: Chlon,  G6ra  and  Rutkowski  (1999)
55This means, that those, who would like to  maintain the old replacement rate targets, they
would have to save for their retirement over and above the mandate.  Secondly,  new pension formula
in both first and second pillar is based on the defined contribution principle. In such case,  the age of
retirement to  a large extent determines the value of the pension. Currently, the retirement age in
Poland differs for men and women. Women are allowed to retire five years earlier  than men.
6.1.  VOLUNTARYRETIREMENT  SAVINGS
People can, of course, save for retirement using any savings instrument.  However, a special
plan for additional, voluntary retirement savings has also been established in the form of employer-
based occupational pension plans.
Surveys show that  most of workers-  72 per cent-  do not  intend to  make any voluntary
pension savings (CBOS, March 2000). Most people planning additional retirement savings  intend to
save themselves.  Thus, only 6 per cent of workers plan to  save through  an occupational pension
while 17 per  cent intend to  use  standard, individual-based investments.  People planning extra
retirement savings are typically better-educated, higher-earning, younger and living in larger cities.
Managers and the self-employed  are also more likely than other occupations to say that they intend
to save voluntarily.
Most people do, however, plan to have some precautionary savings during their retirement.
For example,  37 per cent said that they had some savings in the bank that they would use to ensure
their financial security during retirement.  This proportion varied from more than half of managers
to less than a quarter of people on low incomes and the unemployed.
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A  third  of  people  said that  they  planned  to work  to  support  themselves  dunng  retirement,
including  40  per  cent  of managers.  Indeed,  this is currently  a  commnon strateg-,  as evidcnced bv
Figure  28.  The  upper  curve  shows  the  proportion  of each  age cohort  that  is drawing  pension,
while  the lower  curve shows the proportion  that is retired.  The difference  shows  the pcoplc that  are
supporting  their  'retirement'  by  continuing  to work.  However,  the  increase  in pensionable  age as
part of the reform  will probably reduce  the opportunities  to combine  work  and pension  receipt.
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57Returning to  Figure 27, many people also planned to  buy their own home, refurbish it or
equip  it  with  durable  goods  to  maintain  their  standard  of  living  in  retirement.  Financial
investments-  equities and bonds-  and other real assets-  valuables ezc  that can easily be sold-  were
mentioned by only a very few people as means of ensuring their security in retirement. However, the
fact that a quarter of students favoured these investments as a means of retirement income provision
suggests  a change in attitudes.
Some  15 per  cent  said that  they would  rely on  their  children's  support.  This  was a
particularly common strategy among farmers and people on low incomes: 25 per cent of people on
the lowest income said they would use help from their children, compared with seven per cent of the
highest earners.
It is as yet too early  to judge the likely development of the occupational pension sector. The
legislation  was only finalised  in May 2000 and there are no data on the number of schemes. Surveys
of consumers indicate  that few occupational pension schemes will be established: onl- three per cent
said that their employer  planned to establish a programme while 41 per cent said they were not aware
of any intention on their employer's part.  Indeed, two-thirds said that they had not  even heard the
term 'employee  pension plan'.
6.2.  RETIREMENTAGE
Attitudes to retirement, like those to voluntary savings,  are deeply rooted in the structure of
the current system. Under the old pension regime, the age at which the pension was drawn had little
or no effect on the value of the pension.  There was thus an incentive to draw the pension at the
earliest  possible opportunity.' 8 Many people claimed their pension and continued to work part time.
Public support for an equal pension age of 62 for men and women was muted.  More than
half of people disagreed with the proposal, with much more opposition from  women than men
(Figure 29). This is of course unsurprising: it would mean a lower pension age for men and a higher
age for women.  Older workers (over 40) were much more likely to be opposed to the change (62  per
cent against) than younger workers (49 per cent of under 30-year-olds  against).  Blue-collar  workers
18  See  Disney  and  Whitehouse  (1999)  and World  Bank  (1999b)  for a detailed  analysis  of retirement  incentives  m
different  types  of  pension  plan.
58(77 per cent against)  and lower-income  workers (63 per cent) also  tended to oppose equal  pension
ages.
Figure  29. Attitudes  to equalising  pension age by sex
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A more detailed examination,  however, reveals that most people favour some form of
'flexible'  retirement  (Fuszara,  1999):  nearly  two-thirds  of people  told a survey  that they  thought that
retirement  should  be the individual's  own decision. When pressed  further, most revealed  that they
themselves  would like to retire at the age of 60, but two-thirds  said that they might work longer
under certain  conditions,  the most common  of which was a higher pension. The second important
reason- given  by 41 per cent  of respondents- was  the possibility  of financial  help  to the individual's
family. Just 12 per cent admitted  that they would like to work as short a period as possible,
regardless  of any  inducements  for later retirement.
These  results  demonstrate  the need for a campaign  to inform  the public about the effect  of
the new pension  system  on retirement  incentives. Under the new public scheme,  the value  of the
pension  is 'actuarially'  adjusted  with the age of retirement. In defined contribution  schemes,  the
value  of the pension  automatically  increase  with later retirement,  because  the accumulated  fund eams
extra  investment  returns and annuity  rates  rise  with age. The population  does not seem  to be aware
of these rewards  for later retirement. Moreover,  there is evidence  of highly negative  views of the
59ability of 60-year-olds  to continue working.  Both suggest the need for a public campaign to inform
the public and to alter people's perceptions.
7.  Conclusions
Poland introduced a fundamental reform of its pension system ten years after the transition
to a market economy began. Although the financial sector developed rapidly,  only a limited number
of Poles saves or invests. Many still do not have a bank account.
Opinion  polls on  the  state of the  existing pension  system and the  basic philosophy of
different reform options  were an  important input to  the design of the new system and building
political support  for  change.  The  public seemed to  accept that  pensions should accumulate in
individual accounts, that their value should depend on the amount of contributions paid and that
they should be financed in part on a funded basis. Nevertheless, the questions in these surveys  were
often vague and people were not fully informed of the consequences of particular changes.
Focus group interviews, complementing larger opinion polls, provided information on the
design  of  the  pension  reform  and  early warning  signals of  particularly unpopular  proposals.
Equalisation of pensionable age for men and women was the only proposal that the public rejected.
In the end, this reform was dropped.  The public-  and particularly,  trade unions-  also opposed the
withdrawal of early retirement privileges for particular occupations.
The media played an important role in this initial process, and the considerable  effort put into
media relations was rewarded with broad and largely favourable coverage. In particular, the use of a
professional public-relations company was important in building good relations with joumalists and
opinion-formers.
The next stage of the government's public information campaign  was to explain the structure
and rules of the new system.  Surveys from the end of 1999 showed that most people felt that they
were well informed and that information on the pension reform was readily  available.
Nevertheless, there are some grounds for concern: surveys often showed that the knowledge
of the pension system was limnited  to  slogans rather than a deep understanding.  One example is the
effect of the choice of retirement age: most said that they would retire as soon as the possibly could,
but might delay retirement if this would increase their pension.  In fact, both the public and private
components of the new scheme would deliver a higher pension for later retirement.
60It is, of course, very difficult to explain complex, fundamental changes of this sort.  Perhaps
it was inevitable that the better educated-  more likely  to be financially  sophisticated-  would rate the
campaign more highly than the less well educated.
One early problem with the Polish public information campaign,  later corrected, was its lack
of distinctiveness relative to the private pension funds' promotions.  It  did, however, succeed in
convincing the public of its impartiality, relative to the pension funds' messages.  It was especially
important that the public campaign had a free-run for a while. Pension funds were only allowed  to
advertise well after the public information campaign  was underway. The government's resources will
inevitably be less than the pension funds': in the case of Poland, by a factor of 20 to one.
The new private pension funds attracted a majority of people aged 31-50, who had a choice
between remaining in the  reformed public scheme alone or  splitting their  contribution between
public and private plans.  Although the pattern  of switching behaviour with age is indicative of
rational behaviour, there is some evidence that choices were not based on a detailed understanding of
the new system. The key factor determining the success of pension funds was the size of their sales
forces. Agents-  numbering some 440,000- were everywhere,  and persuaded a lot of people both to
take the private pension option and that their fund was best.  Indeed, a significant proportion of
people simply  joined the pension fund of the first agent they came across.
The new pension market is highly concentrated: the three largest firms have more than half
of members between them.  Two of them-  Commercial Union and Nationale-Nederlanden-  are
owned by international financial  services companies-  Commercial and General Union of the United
Kingdom  and  ING  of  the  Netherlands-  that  were  already well-established in  the  Polish  life
insurance market. They tended to appeal to the better-educated and urban populations. The third-
PZU, Poland's largest insurer-  had the largest sales network by far.  It tended to recruit less well-
educated people living in smaller  towns and villages.
Public information was therefore a central part of the process of pension reform at every
stage from design to building support for change and to implementing  the reform.  On balance,  the
campaign was a success: not  least because rmistakes  were quickly corrected.  Poland's experience
holds some valuable lessons for other countries embarking on fundamental reform of their pension
systems.
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64Appendix 1. Detailed results of survey data
Pensions  shoulaccwmdawe  in mduaac  ns  Pensions  depnd  on  conbutions  Pensions  should  befumded
deinitel  pyvba  dfiite  not  agte  diagrme  agre  disagree  sample  size
Total  52  32  13  73  20  68  16  1200
Men  56  29  10  72  22  72  15  568
Women  47  34  15  75  18  64  17  631
Age
-24  44  41  9  75  18  74  13  167
25-34  53  36  6  71  22  69  17  213
35-44  59  29  9  74  19  71  16  241
45-54  58  29  7  76  22  69  17  237
55-64  49  30  17  77  19  69  17  152
65-  40  26  30  70  18  56  17  189
Education
Primary  38  36  22  64  25  57  19  376
Vocational  52  32  10  71  25  71  14  328
Secondary  59  30  8  80  14  73  17  390
Higher  71  19  7  94  4  82  12  106
Emplonent  status
Mangers  66  24  6  92  6  82  11  95
White-collar  69  26  2  85  11  76  14  113
Blue-collar  50  38  4  71  23  71  18  73
Skilled  workers  58  30  6  77  21  68  21  140
Unskilled  workers  42  40  11  67  26  62  15  56
Farmers  49  42  7  72  28  68  19  65
Self-employed  71  20  1  75  20  77  11  71
Disability  pensioners  45  28  24  63  25  62  13  143
Old-age  pensioners  45  30  22  78  17  63  18  209
Students  53  40  6  73  18  81  9  63
Unemployed  37  41  17  53  32  62  18  101
Housewives  etc.  35  37  26  70  17  54  21  70
Househo/d  iianperbead
-200  zl  36  43  17  62  26  60  20  264
201-325  zl  59  26  13  75  20  64  19  223
326-449  zl  55  27  13  73  21  68  14  210
450-599  zl  49  34  10  80  17  74  17  173
600  zl-  60  29  7  90  7  78  12  192
Note:  results  shown  in bold are significantly  different  from the rest of the population
65Appendix  2.  Regression  analysis of pension  fund membership
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)
R2  0.224  0.204  0.712  0.732  0.747  0.874
F-test  0.034  0.037  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000
constant  -374.8  -335.8  543.2  -174.6  -110.7
(394.5)  (229.8)  (255.4)  (336.2)  (449.6)
capital  11.08  4.346  3.263
(9.167)  (6.643)  (8.969)
capital2/100  -2.630  1.195  -1.454
(3.662)  (2.441)  (3.241)
F-test  0.0341  0.6861  0.8575
Media spend/1000  75.65  -31.65
(27.15)  (21.91)
(Media  spend)2/1000000  -1.191  .4579
(0.4223)  (.3012)
F-test  0.037  0.337
TV spend/1000  8.204  -15.71
(45.19)  (34.92)
(TV spend)2/1000000  -0.2632  0.2300
(.7753)  (0.6149)
F-tesr  0.3008  0.7748
Radio spend/1000  -768.9  -68.18
(332.0)  (244.8)
(Radio spend)2/1000000  157.1  -23.36
(57.78)  (49.26)
F-test  0.0186  0.0722
Press spend/l000  27.92  -90.45
(320.6)  (94.29)
(Press spend)2/1000000  26.58  22.65
(40.56)  (29.13)
F-test  0.0083  0.6089
Number of agents  4.531  4.875  5.147
(1.878)  (0.2970)  (1.839)
(Number  of agents) 2 0.0024  -0.0027  -.0026
(0.0016)  (0.0019)  (0.0016)
F-test  0.0000  0.0000  0.0038
Note:  Dependent  variable: number of members of fund.  Sample: 21 funds.  Standard errors in
parentheses after each coefficient.  F-tests are the significance  level of the joint test of exclusion of
both  quadratic terms.  Standard errors  have been  adjusted for heteroscedasticity using standard
methods.
66Appendix 3. Pension funds' marketing campaigns
67AIG
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
-First  wave:  concentrated  on  security  and  stability  in  a
changing  world,  accessibility  and  being  close  to the client  ('We
am'  awarys  close  to  yu
- Second wave (end of  August): new arguments  include
experience  in managing  pension  funds  in many  countries  and
experience  in the Polish  market
- Also,  strong  radio  campaign  in September  ('If  yu do  not  chxx)se,
2x  Il  end  up  in  the  lottwy  machine)
- Slogan:  'Wise  choice-  [rtterpansion'
Number  of members  (OOs)
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68Allianz
We  b page  Marketing  campaign
,..  ..-  Based  on building  a prosperous  future
. c-'  "'  '~'  a-  TV  advertisement  shows  an elderly  couple  at a petrol  filling
$  ^  . .t:.:>S  station. A group  of 'grungy'  teenagers  teases  the old lady.
:.q.t1  "  "  @.4. ttt  When  her husband  returns,  one of the youngsters  shouts:
.ii  Xrtl:s'You  need  to have  fantasies,  granddad'.  The old man  gets  in
PoWkC'hnR  TOW8r7ystW.(  e  Allianz Polska  SA  his car, puts it  into reverse  gear and ploughs  into the
l  .1  Put."k  19/21  teenagrers'  vehicle.  He drives  away,  saying:  'You  need  to have
02-5 1  W.  - .
t-v-ttt-"bfilardw  1ef (1-2252;4EO  fantasies  and  money,  son'
hk~: 0-225294649Th
l.ItOFE  Alli... Po.Ik.  -- C  - The background  song is performed by one of the country's
f,  n.,"  WOW.  leading pop-singers
O,FE  Alli..  P.hsk.
<6  w  .1d.  ki  n-son  3  n  sn  5
,.e.... :nw.i  - Press  advertisements  were  based  on the story-boards  from  the
fl  ytn.ktnr-  p,.
t
-.  TV  spots
T..I.9.  -hu.k.  - Slogan:  'The  hapylife  of  the  olderguy'
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69Arka-Invesco
Web page  Marketing campaign
- First wave: focused  on the  skills of  the  fund's  investment
managers, who  (it  is  claimed) scrupulously investigate the
financial background and prospects of the companies in which
the  fund invests.  Also inforned  potential members  of the
fund's minority shareholder - the church, in the form of the
Episcopate Conference of Poland - and that the fund aims to
invest ethically
- Second wave: used only press advertisements, focused on four
arguments:  security, professionalism,  tradition  and  ethical
investment.  Again,  informed  potential  clients  about  the
shareholders:  Amvescamp and the Episcopate Conference.
- Slogan: 'Arka-Inzeso-  onttsoundin  ens'
Number of members (OOOs)
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Note.  September-November data are estimates
70Bankowy
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
- First  wave:  emphasises  the fund's main shareholders  - PKO
';  mahl  i-  and Handlowy  - two large  banks. Introduces  the image  of
Bogdan, a  young child (see left), designed to  encourage
r--  ------  WY.  calmness,  security and thinking about the future.  A well-
known  comedy  actor  - Cezary  Pazura  - did  the
advertisement's  voice-over
I  I  I  ~~BANKOM.TWY  IWAfYIEUIUSZiER.YTI.AJ  .... AY  .
- Second  wave: from September,  the campaign  focused  on the
_  . size of the up-front fee, which decreases  to  zero while the
pension  is growing
- Slogan:  'Boian  says  Bankowy'9
Wiito%eednwVdordinowe AM  d  . .va  :  :
12,79  zl
na dzietb  15/8520t  ,,  .
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19Note that this  slogan  provoked  a few  jokes,  including  Why does Bogdan  say
Bankowy?  Because  he cannot pronounce  AIG'.  Pictures distributed  via the
Internet,  replaced  the child's  face  with that of Boguslaw  Bagsik,  infamous  for
perpetrating  a substantial  fraud. A caption  read 'Boguslaw  says  Bankowy'.
71Commercial Union
Web page  Marketing  campaign
i-  Frst wave: two minute TV spots in a talk-show format.  CU's
expenence  in  the  insurance  market  was  promoted  as  a
11,AJ  <  t  1hW1@u  x;guarantee  of effectiveness and safety.  The spots featured a
famous actor and pop-singer, Zbigniew Zamachowski.  The
film the 'Fire and the Sword', in which he played the leading
role,  was issued at around the same time.  TIhe  advertose,emts
h;.C-.GA  'SseCilmi88co;V  also  promoted  the  CU  card  and  the  booklet,  'Happy
retirement'
S  Second wave: advertised the fact that CU was the first fund to
exceed one million members
- Third wave: another  testimonial, this time  from  a popular
presenter, Jacek Kawalec. He decides to Join CU after careful
analysis  of all the funds
Number  of members (GOOs)  -Slogan:  'Inwsingisan'
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72DOM
Web page  Marketing campaign
- First  wave:  sure,  solid  and  trustworthy  institution,  that
guarantees stability and safety, reinforced by a description of
-4 fs  s  Kim  je;;;t,y?  the  history  of  the  main  shareholders  - Warta,  a  Polish
Zalozyciele PTE  insurer  and  Citibank,  the  American  financial-services
_  *undu  {  Nasz  Emer  Tr  aoferya  conglomerate  - spanning many decades.
Fundusr  merytaly  Trzy  filary
Ws:ezq8o  rJobr2r.  ati w DOF.iU  g},OP;(i  j  Gdzle jeste§,ny?
Wszdzi  b  off)wDOnooIejestycjy  - Second wave: again, relied on the  experience of  the fund's
Obsfuga Klienta  backers, but  added  arguments  about  low  costs  and  wise
investment policy
- Slogan (billboards): 'East  or  ust.  hbne is best' (Note that Dom
means 'home' in Polish.)
K m  r  le  I Ziiy-kIe  PTE  I N--W  I Trr W.,l  I Gd&.  1e0t,iny  I  I|n  . Irce  O6g.  kiga
,o,,>0,.,,,,¢,S,,,,,,,,  - Slogan (V): 'Hane - the  foundations  foryour1future'
Number of members (0OOs)
300
200
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73{ego}
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
ego  Otwarty  Fundusz  Emerytalny  |  - First wave:  a unique  campaign,  it proniised  a prosperous
________________  _f future  by contrasting  Its clients  with  old people  pretending  to
ski  (see  left),  go  yachting  or  travel  to the Far East  travels.  The
future  was  shown  in a distorting  mirror.
- Second  wave:  informed  potential  members  that the fund's
main shareholders  were Eureko,  a pensions  specialist  and
BIG  Bank  Gdanski
Witamy  na  stronlo  OFE  {ego)  :  ;.000-  Third  wave:  from the end of August,  a warm message  on
fullfilling  dreams  for retirement
Infuc0,e1s o PIE  0  - Slogan:  'Lifeinetimnoudaix'thaoetopnd
- Slogan (second wave): 'We earn  the  money  for  your  retirennt  -
can  do  udizte you  u wt uitd  it'
Number  of  members  (OOOs)
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74EPOKA
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
-h;  =3Ai  - Avoided  the standard  advertising-based  campaign.  Instead,
'~~~~~  ~relied  on  sponsorship to  buid  brand-awareness.  The fund
sponsored  music  festivals,  James  Bond  movies  and even  the
New Year's Eve transmission from the BBC
r  J).Mslj*lSlAsOAt.|bt.  G_ i-  This approach  was necessitated  by the fact that the fund was
not licensed  until  June,  whereas  other  funds  could  begin  their
_____  761W'DlFl*uM.tiliFrflo\\lmarketing  campaigns in mid February.  It appeared that  the
4  ,  z  management  had  no clear  idea  of how  to focus  the campaign
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75KREDYT  BANKU
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
/1  AEDAa4Nfa  - First wave: another fund that started late, the campaign only
began in August.  It  argued that it is worth  thinking about
wswsZYstks  retirement and early (You should  think about  yourfutuw now).
The advertisements featured children.  Also prormised  a good
inestment strategy  and better pensions (You  uill be  ahkl  to affod
nvw)
8o 30  a8  3,5018  - Slogan: 'Everything  in its tine'  (his  probably relates to the late
Il.4l.;  .&Y  l,.",-.w.  iy  start to the campaign as well as to the need to plan for the
future.) infolinia:  0  801-300-700  ftr.
Number of clients (OOOs)
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76Nationale-Nederlanden
Web page  Marketing campaign
- First  wave:  stresses  that N-N is the popular  choice  ('Look  bow
nkfypeople  chose  NN).  Subsequently,  argues that the choice of
fund is an 'Importnt  choice'  Both adds prominently feature the
_____________  colour  orange.
- The pension fund campaign  was supported by concurrent
N__  on__  _Ned___x  _  promotion  of  N-N's  insurance  products.  These
Otwarty FIndusz  Llidrytdiiy  IN  T  advertisements  featured  a well-known  actor,  Marek  Kondrat.
- There was no TV campaign from September
- Slogan:  (Choose  us-  trust  us'
Number  of clients  (OOOs)
2 000
1 500
1 000  _
500
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77Norwich  Union
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
W11  Po~~~~~~~~~~Yns,zdchvw  Iovtar,vsv.woFmerwn>lsw
N  J,,b  U  ,ionl  &A  First wave:  introduced  the fund's parent - Norwich  Union
of the United  Kingdom.  It stressed  the firm's  two centunres
of experience  and promoted  the fund's logotype  based  on
Norwich  cathedral
- Second  wave:  a very  different  style,  based  on British  sense  of
humour.  This  phase  stressed  the fact  that NU's agents  were
NORWICH  better  trained  by  specialists  from  the British  parent.
UNION  There  was  no campaign  from  September.
ll  WdanTy  w PTE Nors4ch  Union  SA.  - Slogan  (first  stage):  '7hefiutwith  a  speraz'  ofcertainty)'
13U,>,plA  wAmiu, 4) IJO)  4  1  44)  4(0
Wyb1-.  klb,q  .,,q  ....  oh  V-  ~h-  glqd.L-  Slogan  (second  stage):  'The  cipany  with  the  lxst agcnts'
Number  of clients  (OOOs)
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78PBK Orzd
Web  page  Marketing  campaign
- First wave: concentrated  on the fund's shareholders:  PBK
bank  and Aetna,  the American  insurer. Stressed  the latter's 35
iPTE  PBKSA  ^  ^  \  million  clients world-wide. Used a popular TV presenter,
It"  OFE  PBK orzet  ~  °  auzWis
4  AkcJonarluuze  Otwarty Fundusz  Emerytalny  PKJanusz  Weiss.
Kalkulatoremerytalny  O  rzetws  r6d  - Second wave: images of New York stressed the American
dl  Refonrmaemerytalna  wi  Aorigins  of Aetna
is  Prospekt Informacyjny  Funduszy
g  Gdzie przystqpic do OFE  PBK Orzel  - Third  wave:  stressed  experience  of managing  pension  funds  in
6i WARTO§  JEDNOSTKI  ROZRACHUNKOWEJ  the United States,  and the security  of pension contributions,
6  Aktualnoici  backed  by the deep capital  of Aetna and PBK. Again,  these
0801 100400 . a.l  OtwartyFundusz Emerytalny  PBK Orzel  featured  Janusz  Weiss,  this time acting  as an interviewer
I/
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79Pekao/Alliance
Web page  Marketing campaign
- First wave: warm, emotive campaign based on promises of a
good future ('Choose  ul  andI  things  u,19  go uwIi) and  a  good
pension ('A retirune"t  like a newr-ending  holi.a5y).  The spot was
directed  by one of Poland's most famous directors, Agnieszka
Holland.
- Slogan:  'Pekao/Alliax"psionfiayl-  itudlIugoax'
921.  R.I  ,-M
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80Pioneer
Web  page
t  ~~~~~~~~~~~~Marketing  campaign
Pioneer  Powszechne  Towarzystwo  Emerytalne  S.A.
. .... *.. ....  ..  ...  ..  ......  First  wave:  focused  on differences  to  competitors  ('We  are
Dlaczego  Pioneer?  Reforma emerytalna  ne  tner a bank nor an insurance  canpany. Imesting  money is our
Macnv Partner  Po co  l filar?
Kalk_ator_emeryt  Inne_fil  ptvfession).  Stressed 70  years  of  experience in  managing
Twa  a  icwk.  . _  . investments.  (Pioneer manages  the  largest  mutual  and
Nasze atuty  Bezpleczehstwvo  _  _  r. 
Tradycia  Zarzadzanie  investment  fund group in Poland.)
Zarz4d  Wa±ne  potccia
DoawiadczenPo  l  ecid  i  Second wave: mainly press and billboards
CezPleczehstYro  Jak  przysta,pit  do.  _  _
fumduszu  ;  __  - Slogan: 'A strikingdifferece'
Kontakt
Zapvta; ekspertal
Nasn  ludne _
Oferta  pracy  Diatego  wybralam  Pioneera
Aktualnosic
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81Polsat
Web page  Marketing  campaign
- First wave: text and pictures show a secure future ('Poish
captal,  sure  gmzexh  - this  increses  tnmst).  The use of the colour
green,  a staircase  and blossoming  flower  were synonyms  for
growth. The advertisments  featured  a popular  presenter  from
Polsat  TV (the fund's  main shareholder).
- Second  wave:  another  TV spot showing  the number  of agents
of the fund.
- Slogan:  'Sazvforthefutire'
Number of members  (000s)
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Note:  estimates  for October  and  November
82Pocztylion
Web page  Marketing  campaign
- First wave: concentrated on  the  accessibility of the  Polish
PQ(ZIYIIMO  N  Post  Office, supported  by  the  international experience of
Otwarty Fundusz  Emerttany  Paribas, the French bank.  The showed the familiar character
of a postman and stressed that information was available at
Otwarty  Fundusz  the Post Office.
Emerytalny  POCZTYLION  - Second wave: focused on Paribas' 100 years of experience in
_  >  ~~~~~~~~~~~Zatohlyciele
Zajotyciele  France,  Germany  and Italy.
U  ~~~~~~  Statut
t  5  >  Z.njdPo  ztowoHPnowa~aego  wsuhango  - Third  wave:  features  characters  from  a popular  TV  series,  plus
Tow=nVstwaE.mearnego3A.  more on Paribas' size and strength.
Nowy  - Slogan:  'We bringyou  a safefiaure
System  Emerytalny
*  Zasedy  fnkcjonowani  btzech fites6w  nowego
systfmu




200  _  _
100  --
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83PZU Zlota Jesien
Web  page:  Marketing  campaign
rfEf.f-zZZ<~.Pli~.lo-z.iul;ajiaci-  - - First wave: based on  the  fund's  purported  ability to  fulfil
__  _  C ~~15e.<XCS  S)fj16r'U-.\  ---  F_  --  nlO-.-1  - --  -.-  people's dreams.  It  showed  a house  with  a  garden 20 and
travels around the world.  The  parent company - I'ZU, the
Ztota Jesieni  largest Polish  insurer  - ran  a  concurrent  campaign  in support:  we lave so  many clients, we insure  so many cars, so
_>(iC(f(g(f  _AdIIO  ~  many houses etc.
_  U)  - Second  wave:  stressed  the  number  of  meibers  already
"i>'~UI1C~JAAL  'Y"  " "/""'>"attracted  (we  were chosen by ... thousand Poles - '7he chose
_____________  _________  )  PZU,  so  should  you).
"'  (*1  0  ;; Ct;0"0  - 1  Third  wave:  from September,  the campaign  targeted  younger
Poles, concentrating on  the  dreams that  could be  fulfilled
thanks to a PZU pension ('Secunty  and tranquility,  afuture under
pabn  trees-  the  idal choki).
Number of members (OGOs)  - Note that 'Zlota Jesien' means golden autunm in Polish
- Slogan (first wave): '7he  real  shapx  of our  dreams.  A  secwrtfutun'
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20  hlie  pension  fund  supervisory agency, UNFE,  complained that  1'ZU's
campaign, by showing a family growing a tree, was trying to associate itself
with the  government's promotional activities, which were  based around an
apple tree.  PZU  argued that  its  spot  showed a  lemon  tree,  and  UNFEI
withdre-w  its objection.
84Rodzina
No web page  Marketing campaign
- First wave: focused on the need for planning for the future.
Number of members (000s)  Featured a story of two young people deciding about their
future together in the context of the pension decision faced
by all Poles.
80 
70  - Second  wave:  added  information  about  the  fund's
60  - shareholders, which  consisted  of  two  of  Poland's  most
50  dynamic companies - Compensa in insurance and Mostostal
40  _  in construction - Hamburg Mannheimer, a German financial
20  services  companies with over a century of experience.
10  - Slogan: 'Yourfutur  is the Famil' ('Rodzina' means family in
31  V  30  VI  31 VII  31  VIII  30 IX  31  X  30  XI  31  XII  Polsh)
85Skarbiec-Emerytura
Web page  Marketing campaign
_  Z-  Z  _*  i  i  fi  _  fi  _  fi  i-  First wave: promise of  a  prosperous future and effective
investment management using images of growing savings and
enjoyiment of luxuries.  Some light relief provided by two
actors  from  a  number  of  popular  comedy  shows.  The
campaign was in the form of, with each spot finishing  with  'to
- Second wave: from the end of August, focused on the fund's
activities,  including investment performance and the number
of new members.
- Slogan: 'Treasuy of the future'  ('Skarbiec-Emerytura' means
treasury-pension)
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86Winthertur
No web page  Marketing campaign
- First  wave:  stressed  the  parent  company's  120 years  of
Number of members (0OOs)  experience. Based on the symbol of a St. Bernard's dog with
a piggy-bank  and focused on the future (Wlx  this  adwrt ends,
350  _)  1 be  30 sfnlds closer  to rtaitmn 350.
300  - Second wave: based around the personality of a popular actor,
250  Boguslaw Linda.  He  works with  professionals  that  'know
200  em)yting  about  pensions'
150
100  ,  f  - Third wave: focus on young people from September  ('Be a
50  _  n  cJhoose,  beforeothers  do itforyou. I cose Wterthur)
31 V  30  VI  31 VII  31 VIII  30 X  31 X  30  XI  31 XII  - Slogan:  A friend  you  trst
87Zurich-Solidarni
No web  page  Marketing  campaign
- First wave: emphasised the  Swiss origins of  the  parent
company  (Zurich),  and the qualities  of experience,  security
Number  of members (OOOs)  and  performance associated with  Switzerland's financial
service  industry. Swiss  (high)  pension. Used actors from a
500  1  well-known  comedy  film.
400  - Second  wave:  similar  to the first but featuring  new spots with
300  well-known  actors.
200  - Third wave:  from September,  uses  the same  people but now
100  shows  people  enjoying  a happy  and carefree  retirement.
._____________________________  - Slogans:  'A pension  as secwv  as a Swiss  Bank', 'A pension,  Swiss
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The introduction  o(f a ne\v  pension  svstem in Polancl in  l
was the cUlmination  of  a lono  policy  dialogue and years  of
debate. During this period,  the  role oi pLil)lic  opinioin  shaped
the reform and \x,as  shapepd  by the retorm process.
Implementation  of the  reform  will  also he affected  hy the  ecualilv
ot intormation availalble  to the public and their financial  literacy.
In contrast  to their passive  role in the  Id public, defined-henetit
schemes,  Poles that  ihose  to (livert their contributions  to individual,
defined-contribution asCOLunis  must now take an aclive role in
the  new  svsteni.
This  paper  (locuments  the fascinatin- evolutioni  of public opinion
antI its atfects  on the reformn  pro( ess  as vvell  as  the early
experiences  of  millions of Poles  who, for the first time, are ta(ed 
wvith  the challenge,  of choic:e  as  consumners  in the newv  market
for  pension  servi  es,.
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About  this series...
The  World Bank Pension  Reform  Primer aims to provide a timelv and comprehensive  resource  for those
engaged in the design and implementation of pension reforms around the world.  Policvmakers  and
those who advise them will  find useful information on other reform experiences, the current thinking
of pension specialists  and a vast  array of cross-country  evidence.  A flexible and dynamic format ensure
that key developments are updated as  they occur.
The  World Bank set out a conceptual framework for fundamental pension reform in Averting the Old
Age Crisis: Policies  to Protect  the Old and Promote  Growth. This study,  published in 1994, helped shape
the global debate  about  the impact of population ageing on pension  systems.  The Pension  Reform  Primer
builds on this pioneering work and on the experience  of the World  Bank  and other international
institutions in the last five years.  It focuses  on practical questions.
For  more information, please  contact Social Protection, Human Development Network, World Bank,
1818 H Street  NW, Washington, D.C. 20433; telephone  +1202  458 5267; fax +1 202 614 0471; e-mail
socialprotectiontt)worldbank.org.  All Pension  Reform  Primer material is available on the internet at
www.worldbank.org/pensions